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THE RECONCILIATION OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

Programme of Meetings for the Coming Week.

By W. G. HOOPER. F.R.A.S-, F.S.S.

TUESDAY, April 8th, at 3 p.m.—
Members Free; Associates, Is.; Friends, fs.
Seance for Clairvoyant Descriptions
...
Mk. .1 J.
NO admission after A o'clock.

Vasoo,

THURSDAY, April 10th, at ft p.m.—
Members and Associates only. Free
Psyohic Self-Culture Clasa ...
Address by Mtss Iuknk
On ‘Misunderstandings, from a Psychic Point of View.’

Hoi-k

THURSDAY, April 10th, nt 7.30 p.m.—
Admission In ; Members and Associates Free by Ticket.
Ad.lrww nt Suffolk-street
..............
Mr. Angus McAiithch.
‘The Psychic Element in Folk-Lore.'
(The Spring Exhibition of Now Pictures by tho British ni tisls will he
on view free to our ticket-holders at this meeting.)

FRIDAY,April Uth, nt 4 p.m.—
XdtaftMon Is.; Members mid Associates, Free.
Talks with a Spirit Control
..............
Mrs. M, H.

Wallir.

MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and FRIDAYS only. 11 a.m. to
2 p.m.—(by appointment).
Dingnoris of Disease by Spirit Control, Magnetic Healing,
and Aural Drawings,
By Mr. Pmmy R. Sium.

Members’ and

Associates’ Subscriptions for 1913
ARE NOW OVERDUE.

A ml should bo forwarded at once, payable to
Hunky With all, Hon. Treasurer.
Subscription to December 31 st, 1913.

MEMBERS, Ono Guinea.

ASSOCIATES, Haif a-Guinea.

For further particulars sec p. 158.

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION.
I3b, Pembrid^c Place, Bayswater, W,

Sunday morning next, nt It.........................
MISS McCREADIE.
Trance Address, ' In my Father's House am many Mansions.'
Sunday evening next, at 7
..............
. MR. K. W. BEARD
'Spiritualism—What are We to Believe!'
Thursday, April loth, nt 7.30 p.m. (doori ciiwd St 7.15 p.m ),
MR P. E ilEARD will give Answers to Written Questurns
Doors olossd 10 minutes after oom men oo ment of each service.

The MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSCCIATION, Ltd.
Hold SUNDAY EVENING MEETINGS nt
SHEARN'S

RESTAURANT, 231, TOTTENHAM

CONTESTS t
Chap. I-Revelation, Science. Philosophy. II—Universe of Ether.
Ill- Ether nnd Prcsenro of Spirit. IV—Ether and Life of Spirit.
A’ —Ether nnd Power of Spirit. VI—Ether nnd Mind of Spirit.
VII—Spiritual Monism, VI11—Spiritual Lows. IX —Gifts of tho
Spirit. X—What is Mun! XI-Destiny of the Race.
For Review, Me ‘Light,’ March 15th.

Price 4 6 net, postage 4d. extra.
FROM

OFFICE OF

MAN’S SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH
OR,

THE OTHER SIDE OF LIFE
In the Light of Scripture, Human Experience
and Modern Research.
UT

REV. CHARLES L. TWEEDALE, F.R A S.&c.
(Vie an or

ST. El 1ZABETH CENTRE OF LIGH T AND
TRUTH, Dore Gallery, 35, New Bond St, W.
Bright and attractive Services every Sunday evening nt 7.
Aprilfith............
MRS. FAIRCLOUGH SMITH,
Inspirational Address, ‘THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT.’

Silver collection to defray expenses.

And at 55, Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, S.W.
Lecture every Wednesday evening ut 8 prompt. Com mm ion Sei vice
every Sunday morning, 11.15 fur 11.3Q.
Silrtr Cvt/action.

Wkston, Otlkt).

TFitA an Introduction by the Rev Arthur Chambers.

All should read this remarkable book. It is one of the most
attractive and able presentations of the case
that has ever appeared.
‘It is so packed with splendid evidences, that wo could not wish for
n better book.’—' Light.1
• Wo unreservedly recommend it ns the best work of the year upon
onr subject, distinctly meritorious from first to last.’—'Thb ’Iwo
Worlds.'
'Theselection is very impressive; further, Mr. Tweedale has had
some very striking experiences.’—‘ Tim Firld.'

Cloth, 277 pages.

Price, 6/4 nett, post free.

OFFICE OF ‘LICHT,’ IIO, ST. MARTINS LANE. W.C

ARE THE PHENOMENA OF SPIRITUALISM
IN HARMONY WITH SCIENCE ?
UY

Alfred

Russel

Reprinted from

COURT ROAR. W.

SUNDAY EVENING NEXT, at Seven o'clock,
mk
j. j. morse:.
Trance AddressMAN, THE WORLD-MAKER.’
April 13th
...
...
...
Mrs. Cannock, Clairvoyance.
Dwr» open st G.30. Impiiiets emdinlly invitid. Admission Fico.

‘LIGHT? 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C

Wallace, o.m.,ll.d.,d.c.l,f.r.s.
‘Light ’ Most useful for distribution.

Four largo pages.
for 3d„ 25 for 6d., 50 for I/-. 100 for 2/-,
600 for 8/
‘LIGHT,’ 110. ST. MARTIN’S LANE. W.C.

Post Frbe-12
OFFICE OF

TO LOVERS OF FRENCH LITERATURE:

APRES

LA

B A T AI L L E .

By EDOUARD ROM! LIA'.

Ju Mor of ‘ Fcm I'Effort.'
With an Introduction by M. Fagurt, of the Academic Frnnyaise,
‘the Prince of French Critics.’
An Appeal for JOY, PEACE and SOLIDARITY.
!/■ from Mkssrs. Romilly. 48, Rus d’Alksu, Paris.

Upii dualists when in London should stay at
kJ Hunstanton Hanse, 18, Endsleigh gm deus,
mimnec Euston Station, f minutes St. Pancras
cent nil for all parts; perfect sanitation. Terms,
fast, nodiargu lot attendance. Full tariff apply to
Proprietress.

London, N.W. (3
and King's Cross);
4s. Bed and Break
Mra. Stanley Watts,

ii.
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NEW BOOKS NOW READY.
By

Psychic Control Through Self-Knowledge.

Nyrla.

By Mrs. Campbell Praed.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

A GUIDE TO MEDIUMSHIP.
This useful handbook has been compiled by Mr. E. W. and
Mrs. M. H. Wallis. It will lie found of real service to those who
wish to cultivate mediumship and understand its philosophy. The
work is divided into three sections, viz. : ‘ Mediumship Explained,'
‘ How to Develop Mediumship,’ and ‘ Psychical Self-Culture.’ The
volume has been cordially commended by the entire Spiritualist
Press, and the lending writers and lecturers in tho Cause. Parts
II. and III., neatly bound, can be had separately nt Is. 2d. each,
post free, or the complete volume, bound in cloth, 312 pp., can he
bad at 4s. 4d. per copy, post free.
This work has been prepared by Mr. and Mrs. Wallis to show
the connection between Biblical nnd Modern Spiritualism. It deals
with: Inspiration and Mediumship; The Prophet Mediums; The
Word of God ; Angels : Who and What uro They ’; The Endor
Seance; Spiritualism Past and Present; The Psychic Powers ol
Jesus; Good Conditions indispensable; The Spiritual Teachingsol
Jesus; The Spiritual Experiences of Peter, Stephen, Philip, and
Paul; Biblical and Modem Psychic Phenomena; God in Man, or,
‘The Christ of God.’ Bound in stiff boards, 104 pp., price Is. net,
post free Is. 1 jd. ; cloth covers, post free, Is. 9d.

SPIRITUALISM EXPLAINED.
In Seven Trance Discourses, through the Mediumship of Mr. Wallis.
Contents.—'The Return of the Dead' 'The Message of the
Dead to the World’, Through Hell to Heaven’ 'Spiritualism:
Its Foundation’—‘Spiritualism: Its Revelations ’ ‘ Spiritualism:
Its Confirmations ’ and ' The Education Problem from a Spirit’s
Point of View.' Paper cover, 104 pp.. Is., post free Is. Ijd.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’
110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE. W.C.

SPEAKING ACROSS THE BORDER LINE.
Being Letters from a Husband in Spirit Life to
.
His Wife on Earth.
By F. HESLOP.

Is. 2d. post free.

With Foreword by the Rkv. Arthur Chambers.
Cloth. 142 pages, 2,9 nett post free.

‘WORDS FROM WITHIN THE VEIL.'
A Sequel Io ‘ The Ministry of the Unseen.’
Extracts from Forewords:—
‘May the reading of ibis book be the means of leading many weary
ones into the consciousness of the reality of this Heaven of Life, even
the Kingdom of Love.'—James L. Macbeth Bain.
' I think this book will bring comfort to many a mourning heart. In
my opinion it is one of the many means which our Father-God is using
to make us better realise that His Gospel is far nnd away a more
glorious thing than the doctors and teachers of Christendom have, in the
past, supposed.’—Rev. Arthur Chambers.
BY TllK SAMB AUTHOR -

‘The Ministry of the Unseen.’ 1/2 post free.
‘ The Life which Is Life Indeed : Here and Hereafter.
1/2 post free.
1 Love from Beyond the Veil.’ 2/10 post free.
OFFICE OF'LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W O.

THE MAGIC

USE OF SCENTS

A 20-pagc pamphlet, fits pocket, explaining tho use of incense in daily
life; bow it affecta the finest vehicles of the body, assisting in medi
tation. concentrating. steadying thought, strengthening the memory,
developing trance nnd other phases of the individuality. Taken from
very ancient sources; quaint and curious.

NOT SILENT IF DEAD.
H.......................

By

(Purpotts to be by H. R. Hawkis.)
Through the Mediumship of
Parma.
Cloth, 195 pages, 2,10 post free.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

DR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE,

o m ,D C L,F.RS,
Writes :
Ac,
Of the more serious books dealing with the ethics and philosophy of
Spiritualism I will only direct tho readers’ attention to two :-

‘Spirit Teachings,’ by W. Stainton Moses, M A., and
‘Psychic Philosophy as the Foundation of a Religion
of Natural Law,’ by V. C. Desertis.
To such who wish to obtain some knowledge of tho higher aspects *
of Modem Spiritualism J strongly recommend these two works.

' SPIRIT TEACHINGS,’ 310, post free.
‘PSYCHIC PHILOSOPHY," ’4:10,®
/ A Aswu।
OFFICE OF 'LIGHT.’ 110. ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

la. Id.

THE TALISMAN PUBLISHING HOUSE, HARROGATE.

A

Spiritual

Aspect
By

Gloucester House Boarding Establishment,
Vj IC. 18, Gordon-strect, Gordon-square, London, W.C. (close to
Enddeigh gardens). Refinement nnd cleanliness. Terms : Room and
breakfast, 3s. Cd. ; with dinner, Be. per day ; weekly terms arranger!.—
Write Proprietress.

>

SPIRITUALISM IN THE BIBLE.

A NEW WORK BY L. V. H. WITLEY.
J36 pages, with Frontispiece.

I’OWER.

BOLTON, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

"works of e. W. WALLIS?

Crown 8vo„ cloth, 2s. 4d.

net, post free.
The celebrated story of an incarnation in Roman times of a Psychic
of the present day, and her adventures and sufferings as slave and
Christian proselyte.

GAMBIER

Boards, Wpages. Price Is. 2d. nett, post free.
OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT.’ 110. ST MARTINS LANE, W.C.

By Walter

Winston Kenilworth. Author of ‘The Life of the Soul,' Ac. Price
3s. It'd, net post free.
Contexts.
Foreword. Steps to Self-Knowledge. Self and the Cosmos. Rela
tive Truths Man and his Shadow. Stages of Psychic Progress. Physical
Relatione. Moral Relation*. The Law. The Spirit of Control. The
Birthright of the Soul. The Visible and Invisible. Realisation.

INVESTIOATION OF A LITTLE-KNOWN

A Manual for Investigators.
Contents.—Many extracts from Sir William Crookes’ articles on this
subject, also Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace's ‘ Miracles and Modern Spirit
ualism,' Desertis’s ‘Psychic Philosophy.’ Hudson Tuttle's ‘Atcxniof
Spiritualism,' &e.; Working Hypothesis, What is a Sensitive? A Storage
Battery. Experiments with D 1) Home, Cecil Husk, F. Craddock, Sir
Wm Crookes' Experiments and Statements, Phenomena of Percuseire
and other allied Sounds, Visual Phenomena, Insensibility to Heat, Levi,
tation. Inanimate and Animate Bodies, Apparent Penetration of Matter
by Matter. How can Experiments be carried out? Instructions, Experi
ments with Photographic Plates, Flower Healing Test, Ac.

The Rational Education of the Will. Its Therapeutic Va’ue.

By Dr. Paul Emil Levy. Translated from the ninth edition by
Florence K. Bright. With Pieface by Prof. Bernheim, Ph.D. Price
8s. IOd net post free.
Contests.
Part I.— Theoretical Study. The fundamental law of Psychothe
rapy, every idea is Action in a nascent state. Auto-Suggestion, Psychic
Gymnastics, or Auto-Suggestion in Action. Hetero-Suggestion, its
Reation to Auto-Suggestion. Moral Hygiene. The Will. Conclusions
—II. Medical. IL Philosophical and Mora).
Part II —Practical Application Observations. Moral and In
tellectual Observations. Tobacco Habit. Insomnia. Contemplation.
Sleep as a means ot Healing. Various Troubles. Pains
Ocular
Troubles. Circulatory and Respiratory Troubles. Troubles of the
Digestion. Sexual Troubles. Various Reflections.
A treatise by a well-known physician showing the value and import
ance of Auto-Suggestion and the direction of the will in everyday life
and in the treatment of disease-

HEADY.

FORCE.

PSYCHIC
KXCKRtMENTAL

The History of Magic, including a clear nnd precise Exposition

of its Proceed, Kuos and Mysteries. By Ebphae Ldri Trans
lated, Annotated and Introduce! by Arthur Edward Waite. 9 by fl
inches, 672 pp.. with twenty plates. Artistically bound in purple
cloth. Gilt tops. 15s. 6d. post free.
Contexts.
TAr Derivations of .Vooi'c—Fabulous Sources—Magic of the Magi—
Magic in India—Hermetic Magic—Magic in Greece—Mathematical
Magic of Pythagoras—The Holy Kahalah.
Forwiofton and Development of Dogmas—Primitive Symbolism of
History—Mysticism—Initiations and Ordeals—Superstitions, Magical
Monuments. Ac.
Divine Synthesis and Realisation of Afaiiia by tin Christian Revela
tion—The Witness of Magic to Christianity—The Devil—Legends—
Philosophers of the Alexandrine School. Ac.
Magic and Civilisation—Magic among Barbarians—Legends of
Charlemagne—Some famous trials. Ac.
The Adepts and the Priesthood.
Magie and the Revolution
Magic in the Nineteenth Century. Modern workings and discoveries,
new theories on light nnd magnetism, the revelation of the great
Rosicrucian secret, the science of the word and its magical works—in
fine, the summary of the science itself. including an appreciation of what
has been accomplished by contemporaneous mystics.
The most comprehensive, brilliant, enchanting History of Magic em
drawn into writing in any language.

NOW
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Lords Prayer.

RHODA O. COATES.

Paper Covers, 34 pages, 1 Jd. post free, or i/- per
dozen post free.
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Although books on Mysticism have been fairly numerous
of Into, it may be questioned whether there is not some
need for a re statement of the subject in the light of present
day knowledge and experience—a Mysticism which shall
take the fullest account of modern views of life and mind.
We can judge the present by the past, but not altogether.
Now and again the analogies break down and we have to
form new standards of criticism. We understand that Mr.
Arthur E. Waite, who is well known as a leading authority
on Mysticism, .has in preparation a work in which ho will
attempt to relate the subject to the modern spirit, and wo
shall watch with interest the results of the experiment. In
any event it will be a useful effort if only as an implied
protest against the tendency to look exclusively to the past
for inspiration and enlightenment. That tendency is rapidly
breaking down in other departments of thought, and the
renovating movement is bound to spread.

While upon this subject, wc cannot forbear reference to
a new book, 1 Mysticism in Christianity,’ by the Rev. W. KFleming, to which we purpose giving a more extended
notice in a later issue of ‘Light.’ In this work Mr.
Fleming remarks :—
Mysticism, though not all the life of religion, which has many
factors nnd activities incidental to its progress, is of the essence
of spiritual vitality. it can be alienated, or ostracised from, or
starved outof a Church.

It may fairly bo questioned whether this alienation may
not naturally result from an undue devotion to the past and
a refusal to take account of progress in ideas. For in our
view much of mystical thought is valuable not because of
its antiquity but in spite of it. It is vitalised by its Truth.
And Truth is continuous and progressive.
'The Secret of Efficiency,’ by Grace Dawson (William
Rider & Son, Limited, Is. nel), is a little book of a type
which has become very common nowadays, but it is none
the less valuable on that account. Indeed, it is admirably
practical in its treatment of the subject, for the author
avoids being too metaphysical, and gives the care of the
body its due importance. Clearness of perception is shown
by the distinction she draws between a law and a principle :—
It is surely only our limited human vision and intelligence
which have hitherto induced ns to regard ns fixed laws those
piiiwiplw of Nature of which ns yet we understand So little. We
think of a law as fixed, definite and limited, while a principle is
capable of expansion.

Sho takes tho principle of rhythm as the keynote of her
teaching, and applies it both to the mental and physical

[«n«wwt.]

Price Twopence.

aspects of her subject. That is in line with Nature, and
well indicates the healthy spirit of the book. We distrust
all systems of thought which are conceived in the library
and smell of the lamp. This is not a work of that kind.
There is ' mountain air' in it, and we appreciate it
accordingly.

Mr. Walter Winston Kenilworth is well known as a
writer on New Thought. His latest work. Psychic Control
through Self-Knowledge' (William Rider & Son, Ltd., 3s. 6d.
nef), is a closely-reasoned treatise in which he aims at
presenting a ‘ clear and practical conception of the soul.’
He is sententious in method
Mind is inclusive of body. Mind manufactures body. Out
of thought-material the laxly becomes concretised. The neces
sity is to concede intelligence to the sphere of intelligence, to the
mind : to know that the body is only the body, only the instru
ment. . . There is no intelligence in the body.

We cannot give an unqualified assent to this reasoning,
holding as wc do that the whole universe is intelligent in
the large sense. If there were no intelligence in the body
then all its operations would have to be conducted by the
personal consciousness of the individual using that body.
But the heart pulsates, the blood circulates, the food is
digested, without any direction from the individual
concerned—there is intelligence at work other than the
self-conscious intelligence of the owner of the body.
Studying his argument closely we realise what Mr.
Kenilworth means: but he seems somewhat to overstate
bis case.

Elsewhere he says :—
There is no substance. AU is life, throbbing life. 11 hat
appears to be matter exists only through normal vision which
fails to discern the infinitely invisible life, cognising only the out
ward condensation of that life in bulk. Beyond the terrestrial
sphere are the psychic worlds, again all life aud the nnnifestation of life.

If this fervid method of reasoning progresses we can
imagine a philosopher of the future exclaiming : Life ’
There is no life. AU is intelligence.’ Or, Intelligence 1
There is no such thing. All is spirit.' Anyway, if there
is no ‘ substance,’ as our author asserts, we cannot easily
imagine how life or intelligence is to express itself. One
can be too metaphysical, and although many of the terms
we are compelled to use are sometimes inadequate and
inexact, we are tied to them for the present, if our argu
ments are to be intelligible. Nevertheless we found the
hook strong nnd inspiring. The recoil from the bat-eyed
materialism of old time Science and Theology is bound to
carry its opponents to opposite extremes. And it is well
that it should be so.

Like Oliver Wendell Holmes. Mr. Kenilworth notes
that
Spiritualism has startled bath the orthodoxy of ecclesiasticism
and scientific dogmatism. Wo cannut waive it aside with a
negative shrug. If truth abides with it we might as well
attempt to remove the Himalayas.

15R
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Ami ho continues:—
Spiritualism nnd tho world it. suggeita lo consciousness, how
ever, is not the Spiritualism of table-movings, dollar-down
mediums nnd stupid theories. . . It is not the Spiritualism
that listens to haphazard prophecies and tell-tale stories of tho
departed. That is only a higher necromancy.

Now, wo aro ns much inclined to donouuco the abuses
of Spiritualism as our author, but wo must needs dis
criminate. Tho phenomena of the seance-room may lend
themselves to tho enterprise of the dollar-hunter and tho
morbid curiosity of tho sensation seeker, but they also
furnish tho raw material of the student of psychic science
as well as comforting the mourner and convincing tho
doubter, Tho foundations of a house may bo uncongenial
to tho mstbetic souse, but they are very necessary. Tho
artistically furnished rooms above would be impossible
without them.
Though the fact is not stated at tho beginning of the book,
we gather from tho context that Mrs. Besant's ‘ Man’s Life
in This and Other Worlds ’ (Cloth, Is. 6d., The Theosophical
Publishing House, Adyar, Madras) consists of four addresses
delivered on successive Sundays to Indian audiences at
Madras. A carefully constructed chain of argument and
inference runs through the series from beginning to
end, nnd the language is marked by Mrs. Besant’s usual
ohartn of style and lucidity of expression. Beginning with
man’s life in t he physical world and the need for making
tho body a more perfect instrument of the spirit (in which
connection she recommends tho practice of the \ oga system
as ‘bound to succeed, because it is based on the laws of
Nature ’), we aro led by progressive stages to the con
sideration of man’s life in tho astral and mental worlds
and, finally, of ‘the spirit who is m an and the spiritual life.’
Mrs. Besant suggests to students interested in mathe
matical problems the experiment of treating tho mind as if
it were a question box, and before going to sleep putting a
question into tho box and thinking no more about it. Sho
says :—
At one time I was fond of playing with mathematics and
working difficult problems. 1 used to think at night of one
which I had failed to work out, and left it in the mind in the
way described ; in the morning I had the solution in my mind,
and I wrote it down before I was quite awake. Il is difficult
on returning tn the physical body to impress the brain ; and if
you want to do these experiments, keep a pencil nnd paper nt
your bedside, and write down, before you are quite awake, the
solution you have found.

An experiment that may be better worth the trying is
the following:—
You know someone who is in trouble, or someone who is in
the grip of a vice. You are away, and you cannot reach ymir
troubled friend. Think of him as you go to sleep ; think that
you want to gn to him nnd to comfort him ; and your thought
will carry you to him when you fall asleep, and you will give
him the comfort that you desire. Many a vice lias tieen broken
in that way. Drunkenness has been cured by it; for in the
hour of sleep, when the man is more susceptible than at other
times, you may gu to him astrally and put to him the arguments
which in his waking consciousness would anger him. In the
astral that thought can Ims printed <m the mind nnd it will come
to him as bin own thinking when he wakes ; and thus you may
help a friend. This is within the reach of any of you. No
special training is wanted for it.

Mra, Besant’s teaching is pervaded by a high moral and
spiritual element, nnd to a large extent wo can follow her
chain of reasoning—-at least till wo come to the assumption,
already commented on in these columns, that iu tho
pituitary body and the pineal gland wo have tho future
organs of sense through which will come into man's waking
consciousness tho knowledge of the phenomena of the
astral and mental worlds. The grounds on which this
Assumption is based seem to us to be very unsubstantial.

(April a, 19W.

If there is any analogy between thought and emotion on
the one hand and light and sound on the other, it waves
of thought or emotion impinge on the brain from without
through tho medium of some physical organs as light and
sound waves reach us through the eye and ear, we should
expect that those organs would, like the eye and ear. have
an exterior receiving surface and not bo entirely within the
brain.
We note that Mrs. Besant quotes the Hindu saying,
‘ What a man thinks, that ho becomes.’ Wo should be
inclined to invert tho sentence and say ‘Whata manh
becoming, that bo thinks.' A change of thought is more
likely to ho tho result and evidence of a change of nature
than its cause.
LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.

A meet ing of the Members and Associates of the Mlmre
will be held in the Salon of the Royal Society of British
Artists, Scfpolk-strket, Pall Mali. East (near the Naiwwl
Gallery), on

THURSDAY EVENING NEXT, APRIL 10th.
When

AN

mr.

ADDRESS
angus

will

be

gives

by

McArthur

ON

• THE

PSYCHIC

ELEMENT

IN

FOLK

LORE.'

The doors will be opened at 7 o’clock, and the Address will le
commenced punctually at 7.30.
Admission by ticket only. Two tickets arg sent to each
Member, and one to each Associate, but both Members and
Associates am have additional tickets for the use of friends on
payment of I s. each. Applications for extra tickets, accompanied
by remittance, should be addressed to Mr. E. W. Mallis, Hon.
Secretary, 110, SU Martin’s-lane, W.O.

Meetings will also be held in the Salos of the Royal
Society of British Artists, Suffolk-street, Pall Mall Rut,
S.W. (near the National Gallery), on Thursday evenings:—

Apr. 24—' Chciro1 on ' Hands of Famous People.' With lantern
illustrations.
May 8—Miss Felicia Scatcherd on ' Psychophssms and Skotographs ’ : psychic pictures produced in darkness.

MEETINGS AT 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.
For the Study op Psychical Phenomena.

Clairvoyance—On Tuesday not, April 8th, Mr. J. J. \ ang>
will give clairvoyant descriptions of spirit people at 3 p.m., and
no one will Ite admitted after that hour. Fee, lx each to
Associates; Members /w; for friends introduced by them,
2a each. 15th, Mrs. A. Boddington.
Psychic Class—On Thursday next, April I Oth, al 5 put
prompt, address by Miss Irene Hope on ‘ Misunderstandings,
from a Psychic Point of View?
Friendly Intercourse—Members and Associates are
invited hi attend t he rooms at 110, St. Martin’s-lane, on Friday
afternoons, from 3 to 4, and to introduce friends interested
in Spiritualism, for informal conversation, the exchange el
experiences, nnd mutual helpfulness.
Talks with a Spirit Control—Ou Friday not, April 11th,
at 4 p.m., Mrs. M. H. Wallis, under spirit control, will
reply to questions from the audience relating to life here and on
' the other side,' mediumship, and t he phenomena and philosophy
of Spiritualism generally. Admission la ; Members and Associates
fret. Memo Kits have the privilege of introducing one friend in
this meeting without payment. Visitors should be prepared
with written inquiries of general interest lo submit to the control
Students and inquirers alike will find these meetings especially
useful in helping them to solve perplexing problems and t»
realise the actiLility of spirit personality.
Spirit Healing.—Monday*, Wednesdays and Fridays, Mr.
Percy IL Street, the healing medium, will attend between
Il am. and 2 p.m., for diagnosis by a spirit control, magnetic
healing, and delineations from the personal num.
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ON THE

EMPLOYMENT OF
MEDIUMS.

'EXPOSED'

By Professor Willy Reichel.

Don Felipe T. Alvarado, Secretary to the Treasury of Costa
Rica, came in the spring of 1911 to New York to settle some
lunine.M affairs, and particularly to attend, if possible, some
Spiritistic seances, lie waited until I returned in May from
California, where I usually spend the winter. 1 was desirous of
reciprocating the courtesies he had shown me when I visited
Costa Rica to examine Ofelia Corrales, about whose mediumship
»much was written, and therefore I did my best to arrange
stances, but the task was not an easy one, as the police had
during the preceding winter suppressed nearly all the public
mediums in New York. An exception waa Mrs. Williams, of
305, W. 137th-street, who had nut been molested, as she claimed
dint her profession was that of a teacher in Spiritism. I first
became acquainted with this medium through Florence
Mirryat’s hook, * There is no Death.’ Later I read an article
shout her by Hermann Ha nd rich in ‘ Psych ische Studien,’ 1892.
Then followed the ugly exposure iu Paris, reported in ‘ Light1
in 189-1-5. Mrs. Williams still claims to this day that the para
phernalia which at that time were found in her cabinet were
thrown in from outside. As I was not present I cannot judge.
However, as Mrs. Williams was recommended to me by two
gentlemen whose judgment I could trust as entirely worthy of
consideration, and as I had no other choice, 1 arranged seances
with her.
Before proceeding to describe these stances, I should like to
quote the words of Dr. Freudenberg Uebersinnliche Welt,’
for 1909, page 91) :—
Nothing lowers respect for occultism in the eyes of the world
more than quarrels of a personal nature. True science knows
of no quarrel, but recognises an exchange of opinions, which
may lead to considerable controversy, but, confined to the limits
of real facts, must never result in abuse of the representative of
i diverging opinion.
Mr. A. Kaiudl, therefore, will, I trust, not take it amiss that
I cannot agree with his opinion (‘Psychische Stndien,’ Leipzic,
1911,p. 194) where he writes: ‘Psychological research need pay no
further attention to people who have been found guilty of con«ious fraud ; we ought also to be spared the ridiculous hypo
thesis of lying spirits.’
Colonel de Rochas wrote me on February 28th, 1910, after
the exposure of Bailey at Grenoble, that Bailey could still render
useful services. Angelo Marzarati, editor of ‘ Luce e Ombra,’
Milan, too, as well as W. T. Stead, held that Bailey, in spite of
Ids exposure, was entitled to further examination.
After discovering on my arrival in Costa Rica the deception
practised iu the phantom photographs of Ofelia, I was not,
according to Mr. Kaiudl’s opinion, justified in considering her
any longer. Consequently, when I acquainted myself with
other phases of her mediumship, which I considered genuine,
and described them truthfully, I incurred reproach. I wrote
to Dr. Bormann, Munich, asking for his opinion. He referred
inctohis words (‘ Uebersinnliche Welt,’September, 1910, p. 324) :
"Die resolution adopted at the Congress at Brussels to pul
a linn upon all mediums found out in fraudulent tactics, is misiM'ling’; and he added in a letter of July 5th, 1911
I did not contest the opinion of Kaindl for the sake of the
mediums themselves, but for the sake of occult science, which
•iimU its own bankruptcy if it cannot, by using its means of
research, hold its own against fraud on the part of mediums.
Besides, occult science harms itself quite perceptibly if it dis
regards perhaps the most fertile accomplishments of a medium
who has once been found guilty of deception, whether the dereption has been conscious, prompted by vanity, love of money,
ur any other cause, or whether it has been unconscious or semi
conscious. It belongs evidently to the province of research on
the part of the experimentalists to fathom deception in its
ewnce aud extent,
Thomson Jay Hudson says :—
It unfortunately happens that many professional mediums,
dvqairing of succes
*
in producing the genuine phenomena and
mure than ordinarily anxious to earn the reward of success,
• ill . . resort to fraud and k’genletnnin. .
Beside^ he
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knows that, under favourable conditions, he can produce the
genuine phenomena, that he lias produced them, again and
again, and he quiets his conscience by reflecting that it can do no
harm to resort to legerdemain to simulate that which he knows
to have a genuine existence.

It is a known fact that a medium has sometimes deceived in
response to a silent suggestion from one of the sitters. Eusapia
obtained the best phenomena when she had around her people
whom she knew and of whom she was fond. Admiral Moore,
who is altogether convinced of the mediumship of Craddock,
declares that Craddock at times resorts to Cricks in an attempt to
enlarge his natural gifts.
*
The readers of my publications know that I concerned my
self for about twelve years with the investigation of phenomena,
leaving on one side so-called Spiritism and alleged revelations or
communications from presumably discarnate persons, and
warning my readers to receive them critically +
I do not, however, believe we should be satisfied with this
hunting for phenomena. We fool ourselves and do not go to
the bottom of things. I received a letter from Dr. Bormann,
dated April 5th, 1911, which is so interesting that I will quote a
few passages. He writes :—
I find that we have a domain of facts far richer and more
incontestable than is even admitted by occult science. We do
wrong in agreeing with onr opponents that the most essential
is really unproven. The taels established by Crookes as well as by
other English, French and Italian scientists are sufficiently
proven, while in Germany the contributions of Zoilner and
Heilenbach nnd du Prel are declared faulty without cause. Ido
not agree with those who always desire only research into facts,
ignoring theoretic and philosophic thinking. For sixty years we
have been studying the newly established occultism, and we
should be stupid indeed if we did not duly appreciate the value
of the facts which have already been recorded and established
beyond doubt. As they lead us into the supersensual we ought to
try to arrive at definite conclusions regarding their significance
and value by free philosophical thought, which differs materi
ally and most seriously from arbitrary fancies. As you will
see, I offer in the ‘ Uebersinnliche Welt ’ a new, long philosophic
essay, which I hope my opponents will not condemn a» idle
fancy, and which answers a fundamental question, without
which the whole research work of occult science would be dead
and void, as it would be without consideration of the other
transcendental questions of immortality and God. An occultism
which does not concern itself with anything beyond raw material
is only a new form of materialism, even if it adds purely ex
ternally aud thoughtlessly the magic word ‘ immortality.
We occultists ought to strive to apply free, strict philosophic
thinking, so as to furnish real food for the deepest wants of the
mind, even as the Theosophists do with then dogmatic doctrine.
We naturally enter there into realms in which those who do
not want to be convinced cannot be convinced, but honest
thinkers, who do not adhere solely to measurements, numbers,
and sense conditions will all the more readily be convinced.
I frankly confess that I fully agree with Dr. Bormann. I
have now travelled almost all over the world, have seen pheno
mena in all coutineut3,but even if they were genuine, what is the
g-iiu ? Occultism is only of lasting value if it can satisfy the
wants of the mind and #-W; I doubt whether phenomena alone
can do that.
Broiferia, I too, writes ;—

We deal here with a secret intelligence. As it is so secret,
we want to become acquainted with and know iL As it is axi
intelligence, it would seem best and advisable, iu order to
fathom it, to ask it for information itself; there is no one who
could consistently know and answer belter.
Well, I asked, and had better opportunities for doing so
than the average man. In my experience a discarnate spirit—
• Thus wrote to me (on .Tune 28th. 1910) John B. Shipley, assistant
editor of 'LlCHT,' Loudon, by wbwe dentil I lost one'ofmybest
friends Through a Indy in England who is a medium, but not a
public one, and whom Mr Shipley did not know perArnally, bat corre
sponded with, 1 received divers < annum stion- by letter.' She writes
of actual facts that only Mr Shipley and I knew. He informed me,
besides, that he would try his bast to prove his identity. This lady,
whose name I am not at liberty to divulge, did not know anything
about me. and only obtained my address in a roundabout way.
♦ ‘An Occultists Travels.’
By Wtu.r Rxichxl (R. F- Fenno
A Vo.. New York.)
; ‘Ou Sp-ritssm,' by Professor Angelo Broffeni. Leip-o p 131 j.
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at least, for the time being—has no more knowledge than he
possessed while on earth, and still entertains the same ideas.*
How the Catholic Church thinks about occultism is shown
by what Dr. Joseph Lappoui, physician to Pope Pius X. and Leo
XIII., very plainly states. In his view. Spiritism is always
dangerous, injurious, immoral, blameable and damnable, and is
to be prohibited most vigorously in all its degrees, forms and
manifestations.
After al! my experiences, since my earliest youth, lam con
vinced that discarnate beings do not change their ideas, at any
rate for a time, finding themselves in their new state in the
same mental conditions as before, and from this I conclude that
their opinions do not possess any greater value than those they
had while on earth.
Dr. du Prel says : ‘ We cannot sufficiently recognise the like
ness between the psychic and the human life of the deceased ; it
is not proof of this similarity that is needed but of the alleged
dissimilarity?
Bailey was in England again in 1911 ; deception could not
be proved, but Dr. A. Wallace was not convinced of the
genuineness of his phenomena, whereas Mr. James Coates enter
tained no doubt of their supernormal character. The wellknown trance medium, Mrs. M. Soule, of Boston, who is recog
nised also by prominent occultists (as Miss Lilian Whiting states
that Dr. Hyslop has had many stances with her and is about to
publish a book regarding them), also Mrs. Katharine Knapp,
both of whom I saw on my return from Grenoble, state that Bailey
is a medium, but that Jesuitic spirits had impressed him to buy
birds because they did not want occultism to grow any more.
1 Betsy,' too, the chief control of Miller, told me that entire componies of Jesuitic spirits have tried to suppress Spiritism, and
that in Europe Spiritism would have advanced far more if these
spirits, whose influences and thoughts hang like a cloud over
Europe, had not opposed it so strongly. His Excellency Von
Schlbzer, formerly Prussian Ambassador to the Vatican, whom I
first met in 1881 on the Forum Romanum in Rome, frankly
told me almost ten years later in Berlin, when relating some of
his diplomatic experiences, that the Vatican is a ‘ sorcerer’s
kitchen? The Church is not willing to lose her power, and
whatever is in contradiction to her dogma she declares is the
work of Satan.
(To be continued.)
A TESTIMONIAL TO MR. W. J. COLVILLE.

It will be thirty-five years next November since Mr. W. J.
Colville made, al Boston (CLS.A.), his first public appearance in
America as an advocate of universal Spiritualism. According
to Professor Willy Reichel, who contributes to ‘The Progressive
Thinker’ an appreciation of Mr. Colville's work, it is intended
to mark the anniversaiy in a rather novel manner. (It should be
explained that the five cent piece is commonly called a ‘nickel’):—
A proposal is being made to present Mr. Colville with a
Nickel Testimonial. Quite an amusing episode in his public
work has been the counting of nickels which have always
figured very largely in voluntary offerings all over the land.
As the beauty and worth of a testimonial consists largely in its
highly representative character, 1 have taken it upon myself to
start the ball rolling by sending the first twenty nickels to the
fund, of which I inn sure our good friend Mrs. Uadwalladcr will
lie willing to take charge. It will lie good fun for W. J. Col
ville’s many friends to send each a nickel for this testimonial
fund.

The 1 Hibbert Journal ' for April is an interesting number,
especially to those who are studying the problems of conscious
ness, as Mr. L. P. Jacks deals pretty fully with the question,
‘Does Consciousness “Evolve”?' and under the heading of
‘Telepathy and Metaphysics,’ the Right Hon. G. W Balfour also
says a great deal respecting consciousness that is well worth
leading. ‘ The Christian Doctrine of Life,' by Professor Josiah
Royce ; ‘ The Buddhist Doctrine of Salvation? by the Kev.
Principal J. E. Carpenter, D.D., D.LitL ; and ‘ Does Religion
Need a Philosophy V by Professor W. IL SOrley, are all valuable
contributions.
• Compare ' Thu Deliatable Land? by Robert Dale Owen; ‘The
Visible and the Invisible World,' by Professor Forty; ‘Theory of
Spirit? by .lung-Stilling; 'After Death? by W. T. Stead; 'Spirit
Teachings,’ by M.A. (Oxuu.),' London, nnd others.
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THE VOICE PHENOMENA.
Convincing Evidence of Spirit Return.

By James Coates

(Continued from page 148.)
Testimony of Mrs. McCallum (contimud).
On Wednesday afternoon, July 17th, there were only seven
of us, including Mrs. Wriedt, as the meeting was private, nnd
intended only for a few personal friends. You were addrmd
by Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis, whom 1 did not know. Mr.
W. T. Stead startled us by his loud, clear voice, addressing Mn.
Coates and you. He thanked Mrs. Coates for giving his mmge
to the world, and spoke earnestly to us all. Mr. Stead WM i
strauger to me. His address was that of a man tremendously
in earnest who desired in his heart that we should be like
minded.
I was much interested in the way in which Mrs. Coates’
daughter Agnes spoke to her mother and of you. It was t
marvellous revelation, bringing tears to the eyes of most of w.
Agnes said her father wished her to thank you for nil your
goodness to his children. Mrs. Coates broke down, awl this
re-acted on the spirit, who sobbed audibly. Your late step-son,
Mr. David Simpson, tried to comfort his mother, advising her
about private matters, and in such a way as to cause her to
break down completely, and this put a stop to the communica
tions.
Mrs. Wriedt said that in all her experience she had never
heard anything like it. It was most convincing. ‘Dr. Sharp'
broke in and said to Mrs. Coates, ‘ It is a marvel to us, my dear
good woman, that you have been able to bear the strain so long
You have in Mr. Coates a true helpmate, and one in full sym
pathy with tbe work in which you are engaged for the spirit
world.’
‘ Dr. Sharp ’ then told me there was a friend present who
wanted to speak to me, but to my keen disappointment
the meeting finished before my friend got in. I wish, however,
to say that, if I never got anything personal, what took place
at this wonderful sitting will never be erased from niy mind.
Councillor Duncan aud his wife had startling evidence from
one John James Brown, au old but forgotten friend, and each
one obtained proofs of spirit communion from departed friends
speaking in the direct voice.
At the sitting held at fl p.m., the manifestations were still
mure remarkable. There were several beautiful lights, and one
figure seemed to float over the circle. I did not know who it
was. Mr. W. T. Stead ethereal ised and came out of the
cabinet twice. The first time he was not clearly seen by me
where I was sitting, but the next time I saw clearly the head
and shoulders of an elderly man with a white beard. From the
exclamations of those present I learned that it was Mr. Stead
He appeared pleased at the recognition, bowing several times,
and spoke to alt in clearly pronounced fashion. He told us it
was a great privilege fur us to be there and get this evidence of
spirit return.
What appealed to me most was the fact that a little child
etherealised, and, coming out of the cabinet, advanced to me
across the room. It came to my knee nnd then disappeared.
My cousin, Miss A., also saw the child. We then heard the
little one’s voice saying : ‘ It's me, ma ; it’s me, mu !’ This little
one passed away about twenty years ago, and will now be wellgrown and advanced in spirit-life. It was a great blessing to
have this inunifesration ; it brought back so much to my mind.
The next one who came to me was my brother. He appeared
before me so rapidly and left so quickly, I had little time tu
take in his appearance, but I knew him at once. He spent most
of his lime at sea, but endeavoured otherwise to be with us v
much as possible. Tho etherealisation and movements acroe
the room were those of a mail accustomed to a sen life.
The very last to speak to me were my own father and mother
I said to my father, who spoke in a low voice, ' I am sorry I
cannot hear you very well ’ ; to which he replied, ‘I nm wary
you cannot hear me, Lily? and added, ‘ I am sorry now that I did
not give this subject more consideration before I died. Lily,
dear, hold to this great truth, for you are getting in the right
way to have n hold upon it. Be true to yourself. I am helping
you all I can ; do not lore heart. Good-bye?
A11 this does nut appear to be much, but to me it wm a
great deal, Certainly neither the medium nor anyone dw
knew that my name was Lily, nor to what ho referred,
except- my cousin. My mother did nut manage to my anything
except, ‘ Good-bye. Lily? I naked her if she had a message for
my sister ' M.? and some kisses came through the trumpet.
I can only add Mra Wriedt and I were perfect stranger, till
introduced after the meeting uu July Kith, aud it was impuMiblc
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»bc could know I had a child, n brother, a father nnd mother in
the spirit world. I can explain nothing, and hope this imperf«ct account will be of service to you.

i

Testimony of Mr. Archiualu Bryson.
Mr. Bryson is a Glasgow merchant residing at Nenthorne,
Ayr. The value of his statements lies in the fact of their cormTness and modest brevity. As an investigator he has brought
bis keen business shrewdness to bear on his dealings with
psychics.
I have great pleasure, in accordance with my promise to you,
in submitting my views on the sittings I had, along with others,
with Mra. Wriedt, of Detroit, on July 16th at your house.
I might say that I had just returned from a visit to the
United States. In my riilr of a searcher into the truths of
psychical phenomena I had the opportunity of attending
numerous stances with well-known psychics, some of them
mediums for materialisation, others for the trumpet voice. Of
the former we will say nothing here, but on comparing the latter
with the voices heard at Mrs. Wriedt’s seances at Rothesay, my
American experiences suiter badly by comparison. Had Mrs.
Wriedt been in Detroit I should have visited her, but in default
I took up those psychics who were considered equally good.
At the Rothesay sittings I received personal wrexw'-, of the
nature of which it was impossible the medium could have had
the slightest idea.
The American mediums gave plenty of
messages but. nothing of such a distinctly convincing personal
nature.
Into the truth of spirit-return I do not mean to enter here.
I merely wish to give you my impressions. If there is not such
a thing as spirit-return, how can messages be given the nature
of which is known only to two persons, the discarnate giver and
the embodied receiver ? People may ascribe it to telepathy,
mind-reading on the part of the medium. 1 am prepared to
pit my brain against any living medium, and will guarantee
that mine is not read. The messages I received at Rothesay
were about furthest from my thoughts, and those which I
desired most to come did not do so on that occasion. That the
medium did not do the talking I am quite convinced, for on
more than one occasion my neighbours and I beard two and
sometimes three voices speaking at once, with Mrs. Wriedt’s
voice interjected over and above. However clever she may be,
I defy her to speak with three voices simultaneously. Il is a
well-known fact that the medium speaks only one language, yet
a foreign gentleman came who started by speaking in Spanish.
Noone could converse, and he promptly switched on to French
and gave a long and intricate message to Mr. Coates. A Latin
prayer was recited, and a conversation ensued with one of the
sitters in ‘ braid Scots,' the latter I should say an unsurmountable obstacle to the medium.
What ean be made
of an intelligence who lakes one of the sitters back thirty
years and reminds her of an incident in her life long since
foigolten, but verified beyond any doubt.
These and many
other occurrences during the sitting have convinced me of the
genuineness of the trumpet communications. I will now give
a few of the more noteworthy which occur to me.
After the company had sung a few verses of ' Lead, kindly
Light,' in which a cornet aud a distinct tenor voice accompanied,
a voice,highly classical in its tone, recited a Latin prayer and a
benediction in English. Drops of water fell on the assembly.
A spirit came to me idiom I did not know in life, and who, I
am certain, was unknown to the medium. After gelling my
recognition of his identity, he gave me a loving message to his
surviving son, a personal friend of mine. The facts also touched
on were known by me to be actual, nnd to be outside ihe know
ledge of anyone present. He also gave me information which I
Aim since ascertained to In- correct.
Another spirit visitor reminded me of having lent him
money to go to America years ago. He had seen me in Montreal
tart June. He had died there. This was the first opportunity
ho had of informing me of the fact. Possibly the repayment of
the money was worrying him, hence the visit. He hud passed
out of my remembrance.
My dear wife came and spoke quite a long time nnd gave me
facts and messages of much too personal a nature to publish, but
uf .in absolutely convincing and evidential character.
I apeak from my own experiences mid I have no hesitation in
declaring that neither the medium nor any other person present
could possibly have known any of my visitants, mid less still any
of the conversations. Almost every other person present received
mtaMgcs of a more or less convincing nature.
The seance
finished with a long message from * Dr. Sharp,' Mrs. Wriedt’s
control, who gave some extraordinary information as to the
nature of the spheres, &c. Suppose the medium were giving the
uicMigt, it wax a physical impossibility for her to apeak in the
tig louiul voice of Dr. Sharp.'
I have numerous notes, but spice forbids. 1 have no alter
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native but to come to the conclusion that: (I) The voices were
not those of the medium. (2) They were not those of any
other incarnate person present. (3) The personal reminiscences
and conversations were completely outside the ken of anyone
present. (1) Being so, the only logical conclusion is that they
were those of discarnate friends. (5) That spirit-return and
communion must lie an acknowledged fact. (6) That the change
called death does not annihilate personality.
(To Ik continu'd.)

THE BISHOP OF LONDON AND CLAIRVOYANCE.
By the Rev. C. L. Tweedale.

I have read with interest the account of the Bishop of
London’s excursion into practical psychics—the anointing with
oil and the consequent inducing of sleep aiul restoration U>
health of a child. I am delighted that a Bishop of our Church
should have done what, in these days, is such a very unusual
thing. Perhaps, where his lordship leads, other more timid
persons—who cannot disabuse their minds of the idea that all
psychic experiments are either Satanic or rank bumbug—may,
after their first gasps of astonishment, be induced to believe that
'there is something in it’ mid follow his lead.
My book, * Man’s Survival after Death,’ has been written
with the express purpose of forcing the scales from off the eyes
of the orthodox in order that they may get a glimpse of the vast
spiritual heritage which is theirs, and advocates the very things
the Bishop is now taking an interest in. There is one point,
however, in one of his lordship’s utterances, with which I cannot
agree. In ‘The Church Family Newspaper’ for March 14tb,
page 9, he is reported as saying: * I frankly distrust nil these
“ soothsayers,” ’ in reply to a question as to whether it was wrong
to consult a clairvoyant. Here he is undoubtedly wrong, and
very wrong. Clairvoyance is a wonderful and divine gift, and I
would to God that the Bishop, mid a few scores of the clergy
beside, had it, even as the apostle* hud it. It would mean a great
spiritual awakening in the Church of England. To say that all
clairvoyants are untrustworthy and that all clairvoyance is mixed
up with fraud and delusion, is simply to betray ignorance of all
practical acquaintance with the subject and to give the apostles
mid prophets away very badly.
Had the Bishop said ‘Some are fraudulent, others genuine,’
this would have been a wise and accurate pronouncement, but,
as it stands, every psychical researcher of experience would be
able to correct his lordship. Again, lie is made to say that
‘those who indulge in it ultimately get their reason unsettled'
—the old bogey which has been killed and decently interred any
time these last thirty years. Strange that his lordship should
resurrect, it! ILis he ever seen a person who has gone mad
through clairvoyance I If he has, I will undertake to find ten
persons who are in asylums through religious mania—men and
women who have been members of some Christian denomina
tion —for every one he can find in the asylum through clair
voyance or psychical research. Besides all this, if clairvoyance
lends to unsettled reason St. Paul must have been in a very
parlous state, not to mention such offenders as Elijah, Ezekiel,
Daniel, and St. John the Divine.
For an illustration of what clairvoyance can do 1 might refer
the Bishop to page 276 of ‘ Man’s Survival after Death,' especially
to the division mm ked B. The gold brooch there mentioned was
described to me by five clairvoyants. Two of them drew it as
it appeared to them, both drawing the twisted frame (one
description is not given in the book). Two described the centre
stone as of spur or marble with streaks in it. I had never seen
this brooch in my life, did not know it existed. The description
of the brooch proved to be minutely accurate, as verified by a
distant relation into whose possession it ultimately passed. None
of the clairvoyants knew me or had ever seen or heard of me.
In each case I withheld my mime mid address and simply walked
in from the street and out again. The centre stone proved to be a
piece of Derbyshire spar with brown streaks iu it. Had the
Bishop had this mid similar experiences he would re ili.se how
great a mistake lie makes when he says ‘ I distrust till.’
Clairvoyance is mentioned by St. Paul as one of the spiritual
gilts to be earnestly coveted (I. Cor. xii., 10, * discerning? of spirits’),
ami St. Paul knew from practical experience the value ami
excellence of this gift.
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THE PROBLEM AND THE KEY.

A great French poet compared the soul to a bird that,
perched on a branch too frail to bear it without bending,
carols fearless of danger—* it knows that it has wings.’ It
has been said that every human spirit is interiorly conscious
of its deathless nature, and that doubt and denial are
simply tbe result of that knowledge not having arisen to the
surface of the mind. That is a statement we can easily
accept, though we are none the less ambitious that the truth
of tbe soul’s survival of death shall be made part of the
everyday consciousness of the world. Doubtless it is in
this matter as in all else : every new invention, every new
fact, every new idea, is not a new creation, but merely
something brought to light. It always existed—it was only
waiting to be discovered. Now, while our doctrine of the
existence and survival after death of the sou!—the human
consciousness—may be and is demonstrated by psychic
science, it is by no means entirely dependent upon phe
nomenal evidences. Some minds, rarely gifted, are born
with an unshakable conviction of the truth. We once
heard a man of remarkable powers as a thinker and logician
declare that never in his life had he felt the slightest doubt
of immortality. He had never been able, he said, to con
ceive of the extinction of bis individual consciousness. It
was not merely an intuitive conviction, although it began
in that form. It was a reasoned proposition intellectually
demonstrable. He needed no phenomenal evidences,
although lie was immensely interested in that side of tho
question, and fully realised its importance. For the know
ledge latent in the consciousness is often brought to the
surface in that way. Sometimes the phenomenal proof is
just the one thing needful. The inquirer, it may be, is
provided with intuition, with religious conviction and a
sense of scientific probability. Tbefact—it maybe a small
fact—is all that is needed to clinch the matter. In that
way the intellect, captious, critical aud inquisitive, is
pacified, and complete satisfaction attained. That, to our
thinking, is one of the main uses of phenomena.
Spiritualism, it has been said, rests on its phenomena.
That is true to the extent that their support is necessary.
But if it had nothing else to repose upon, its rest would be
anything but comfortable I Indeed, phenomena, in them
selves, arc rarely convincing to the mind that has never
attempted to look beyond the world of substance and fact.
We have encountered those who have witnessed every
phase of physical manifestation, to whom the wonders
of the seance room have become common-places, but who
are still troubled with lurking doubts. There was no
suspicion in their minds of possible trickery—they had
eliminated that, so far as is humanly possible. They realised
that the sceptics were iu an untenable position—the facts
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were against them. But did the facts imply all that wm
claimed for them ? They had upset all preconceived notions
of what is physically possible; they demonstrated the
possibility of active intelligence apart from the physical
brain—but did they prove the existence of a spiritual world,
and the continued existence of those who had formerly
lived on earth ! That was the difficulty. Were there not
other possible explanations I To investigators of this type,
the facts of Spiritualism are proved—it is mere wasted
time to challenge the facts—but the interpretation of those
facts is a matter to be held in suspense. At best, they
hold, we can only theorise. Well, although they may not
go all the way with us, it is a matter for congratulation
that they will go thus far. And, to speak plainly, we would
far rather have the co-operation of these minds than that
of those who not only accept the facts, but place upon them
a variety of far-fetched and fantastic meanings; who appear
to consider that if a life beyond the grave is possible, any
thing and everything may be predicated concerning it.
Certainly, if all we have heard from these persons concern
ing the nature of the next life be true, it must be a very
uncongenial abode for reasonable-minded human creatures!
But to return to the question of those who are only
partially convinced. What is the remedy ! M e think it is
merely a question of linking up the knowledge they hive
acquired, of bringing it into relationship with the rest of their
mental possessions. It is not well to think in compart
ments' ; knowledge which has to be kept as a thing apart
is apt to be burdensome. Many a thoughtful Christian has
been driven out of the fold by the question of miracles. At
supernatural happenings he has been unable to fit them into
any reasonable conception of the I niverse. They were
contrary to natural law—as he understood it—and if they
really occurred, it was useless, he held, to try and frame
any philosophy of life. The partially convinced minds to
whom we have referred are in a somewhat similar position.
But in their case it is not a question of believing in miracles.
They know the ‘miracles ’ have happened. The difficulty is
to reconcile these things with any scheme of life. Yet it is
not so hard a task. One of the greatest minds that over
dwelt on this planet—Sir Isaac Newton-—said: Nature is
simple aud always agrees with herself.' There is a world
of meaning in tbe thought. Nature holds no revelations
that can reduce her followers to confusion of mind. She
will never mock them with irreconcilable discoveries. Her
disclosures may seem deeply puzzling at times, but some
where tbe clue, the link, is to be found. The miracles'
are always natural, always part of a reasonable order. The
apparent confusion, the discrepancies, are not in Nature,
but in the mind of tho observer. So also arc the powers
by which they may be made orderly and intelligible, li e
arc to use imagination as well as analysis, sympathy ns well
os science. There are perplexities and contradictions in
our communications from the Unseen, but these are not
confined to that realm. They abound in the human nature
we know. And that is a strong clue. We are dealing
with a human world on both sides of the way—God's
humanity with all its little frailties and quaint aberrations,
with all its Divine impulses, its faith, its helpfulness, and
its deep aspirations after good. Looked at in that way, the
problem becomes intelligible enough. In any case, if we
have to suspend our judgment, we need not suspend our
reason. There may be no final solutions, but there are no
final barriers. Life at the core is a unity, however various
in expression. And to tho seeker who goes on tho quest
with the thought of unity, everything falls gradually but
surely into its place—one God, one Life, one Destiny,
embracing all differences of faith, knowledge and perception.
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SPIRITUAL EMANCIPATION BY
ELIMINATION OF FEAR.

THE

By E. W. Wallis.

An Address delivered to the Members and Associates of the
London Spiritualist Alliance, on Thursday evening, March 27th,
in the Salon of the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolkrtred, Pall Mall, Mr. H. Withall, vice-president, in the chair.

In opening the meeting, the Chairman said : ‘ I was saying at
our annual meeting this afternoon that I thought we did a great
deal of work in connection with the Alliance at a very small cost,
and the reason is because we have so many friends who work for
us for nothing. Amongst those friends is our honorary secretary.
He 1ms a considerable amount of work to do which cannot be
done easily. We have letters from people who have developed
automatic writing and feel convinced that they have a revelation
to give which the world has never had before ; from husbands,
saying that their wives are taking too much interest in our
subjects and neglecting the home ; from foreign visitors who
think we ought to find lodgings for them in London. (Laughter.)
This is the kind of thing the secretary has to deal with. But
you know Mr. Wallis’s work, perhaps, even better through
‘Light.1 ‘Light'is a paper which, since its commencement,
thirty-three years ago, has occupied a position of high merit.
Stainton Moses, E. Dawson Rogers, William Paice and John Page
Hopps raised it to that position, so that, when Mr. Wallis took
over the work, he had all he could do to maintain its high
standard. But he has done so, and the paper is greatly appre
ciated. In addition, Mr. Wallis does a great deal of work in the
provinces, on Sundays. I am sorry he does not have his weekly
rest, but he holds that it is better to wear out than rust out I
have no doubt that to-night we shall learn from him a great deal
on a subject of intense interest.
Mr. Wallis said : Whether a man looks forward with
pleasant anticipation or foreboding, with hope or fear, depends
on his point of view. Opinions regarding the future necessarily
differ, and since so many persons regard the unknown with
apprehension rather than hope, it is not to be wondered at that
the evolution which is going on around us is associated in their
minds with dread lest it should spell revolution. We make
history rapidly nowadays, and there is not only unrest every
where, but expectation. The world, I firmly believe, is mov ing
forward towards a better state of things, in regard both to the
interrelations of the great progressive nations and to the condi
tions of the workers. Emerson says : ‘ He has not learned the
lesson of life who does not every day surmount a fear,’ and in
keeping with that thought, I hold that we should be optimistic,
and believe that the Power which has hitherto guided the
destinies of humanity—call it Evolution or call it God—is to be
trusted to the very end ; that, to put it in Browning's words,
‘God’s in His Heaven, nil's right with the world.'
There are many reasons, however, why wc cannot all feel
this, or cannot feel it as strongly as we should. We have been
terrorised from our youth up, and fear-thoughts still hold us
captive in all realms. When we were children we were afraid
of the dark and of its imagined unseen dangers, and now that we
are children of an older growth, we are still, to a large extent,
in bondage to our fears. Horace Fletcher says ;—
To assist in the analysis of fear, mid in the denunciation of
its expressions, I have coined the word ‘fear-thought’ to stand
for the unprofitable element of forethought, and have defined
that variously-interpreted word ‘ worry' as fear-thought in con
tradistinction to forethought. 1 have also defined fear-thought
us the self-imposed or self-permitted suggestion of inferiority, in
order to place it where it really belongs, in the category of harm
ful, unnecessary, and therefore not respectable, things.
We are all subject to moods, have spells of depression, and
torture ourselves with anxious forebodings which are frequently
groundless. All such feelings tend to tiring about the very
conditions which arc feared. Wc are far too familiar with the
dreadful consequences of this tendency to hopelessness, for
almost every day we read how some poor unfortunate, overborno in the strife, ami rendered weak nnd incapable by
depressing fear-thoughts, seeks the last refuge of the despairing,
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and vainly thinks to escape life’s trials and difficulties by com
mitting suicide. Official reports show that ‘of the two main
forms of mental stress which cause insanity, that which is pro
longed—such as worry, anxiety, and sorrow—is far more
common than sudden emotion aud shock.’ Worry and anxiety
ate almost always due to fear. They result from the attitude
of mind that lacks faith in God and faith in self. Fear and
worry have done more to render men and women weak of will
and infirm of purpose, to make them self-mistrustful and
incompetent, to fill our workhouses and asylums with de
generates, titan almost all other causes of failure and insanity.
It is not the work, but the worry
That wrinkles the smooth, fair face,
That blends grey hair with the dusky
And robs the form of its grace ;
That dims the lustre and sparkle
Of eyes that once were bright,
But now are heavy and troubled
With a weary, despondent light.

It is not the work, but the worry
That makes us sober and sad,
That makes us narrow and sordid
When we fhoM be cheery and glad ;
That weakens our faith in heaven
And the wisdom of God’s great plan.
Ah, ’tis not the work, but the worry.
That breaks the heart of man.
As a nation we have relied too much on fear as a
deterrent—we have punished prisoners vindictively on the
plea that their sufferings would make others afraid to
follow their example, but the failure of our penal system,
both on the deterrent side and the educational, is demonstrated
by the fact that fifty-eight per cent, of our male prisoners
and seventy-seven per cent, of our female prisoners have been
previously convicted and punished. The testimony is over
whelming that not only does imprisonment not cure crime, but
that it infeck with criminal tendencies that could scarcely be
caught otherwise. Moral education, right training, helpful and
humane influences are much more likely to secure the spiritual
emancipation of the wrong-doer than repressivennd useless punish
ment. We should not appeal to the coward in the criminal—as
we do when we try to frighten him—but to the better self within
him, and give him a chance to grow. Hanging for sheep-stealing
was not half so efficacious as a deterrent as the spread of a
healthier sentiment.
In the past, fear prompted us to build castle walls and dig
moats; to-day our dread gives us Dreadnoughts. (What a
misnomer that name is!) At one time Napoleon was our
national bogey. At another, Russia caused Gladstone, at the
bidding uf frightened pessimists, to demand eleven millions for
more ships—ships that xvere never needed 1 Then we were set
a-trembling by the French and were well-nigh rushed into war
over Fashoda. More recently, because leading men on bath sides
distrusted and deceived each other, we were involved in the
terrible Boer War, and still more recently our fears were worked
upon and played with by interested scaremongers and the
sensational press until we narrowly escaped the calamitous crime
of war with Germany. ‘The Times’ recently remarked : 1 Fear
frequently lets loose the latent cruelly in man.1 It was a soldier,
Colonel G. de S. Barrow, who wrote : ‘ The origin of war is based
on fear. It is important to bear this in mind, because fear is an
elemental—perhaps the most elemental of the factors that go to
make up our moral nature.’ A short time ago the Social
Democrats of both France and Germany issued a joint manifesto
calling upon the people of both countries to unite in a common
campaign against the proposed enormous increase in the military
charges of both nations. These people, the Worker* upon whom
the burden of the preparations for war falls heaviest, wisely nnd
rightly demand that all conflicts between nations should be
settled by arbitration treaties, and they hold that resort to
violence is a barbarism and a disgrace to humanity. A sentiment,
surely, with which we, as Spiritualists, heartily agree. (Hear, hear.)
We believe that God has a better use for human spirits than that
they should be living fuel for the devil’s unquenchable fire. Is it
not time, then, that we ourselves found better uses for human
bodies than drilling holes through them or blowing them to bits I
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It is enough to make the angels weep to see powerful, en
lightened and so-called ' Christian * nations playing the mad game
of beggar-my-neighbour in ship-building and army-making ;
spending millions of money recklessly and, if they would only live
up to their religious principles, unnecessarily, while millions of the
people of the countries affected are barely removed from starvation,
nnd a million workers go on strike to secure about a pound a week
as a living wage. According to official statistics, one hundred
persons admittedly starved to death last year in this wealthy
land. If ever fear-thoughts are justifiable, they surely are in
the case of those who are compelled ceaselessly to struggle to keep
body nnd soul together! Reputedly We are followers of ‘ The
Prince of Peace,’ and are supposed to believe in his gospel of
non-resistance, yet our huge naval expenditure is entirely due to
our distrust, or in plain English, our fear, of our ‘Christian’
neighbours. Tried by this standard, what is our religious faith
worth ? Only List night Mr. Churchill pointed out that
the ship-types of every great naval Power supersede those of the
previous year with remorseless persistency, and scores of millions
are absolutely squandered year after year, and pace and scale
continually increase without any real grin from such a cause in
relative strength. Every year all tbe naval Powers make not
only the Heels of their rivals, hut their own fleet obsolete, with
out adding to their relative strength or actual security. Can
any process be more stupid ?
We may all hope that, as Mr. Church ill suggested, a halt will
be vailed, aud that for one year, at least, no new warships will
be built by either England or Germany. The German Imperial
Chancellor spoke wisely when he said that Germany was desirous
of friendship with Great Britain, but if the word ‘friendship’
was to be written on the ‘ clean slate,’ it must not be ’ scratched
in with the bard pencil of distrust.’
Fear is the twin of Faith’s sworn foe, Distrust ;
If one breaks in your heart the other must.
Who walks with Fear adown life’s road will meet
His boon companions, Failure and Defeat.
The fact is, we quarrel with what we fear our neighbour
intends rather than with what he actually thinks and does.
He, in turn, endows us with intentions which he himself ima
gines, and puts his own fuel on the fire to increase the heat of
the dispute.
Tbe woman’s point of view is too seldom considered. Ella
Wheeler Wilcoi * very wisely says :—
We women teach our little sons how wrong
And how ignoble blows are ; school and church
Support our precepts and inoculate
Tbe growing mind with thoughts of love and peace.
‘ Let dugs delight to bark and bite,’ we say ;
But human beings with immortal souls
Must rise above the methods of the brute
And walk with reason and with self-control—
O men, wise men, superior beings, say,
la there no substitute for war in this
Great age and era t If you answer, ‘No,’
Then let us rear our children to lie wolves
And teach them from the cradle how to kill.
Why should we women waste our time and work
In talking peace, when men declare for war ?
Andrew Jackson Davis taught that every child is a repository of
infinite possibilities, and many intelligent thinkers are now affirm
ing that man is a spirit intelligence posaoesing the power to act on
his own surroundings and originate new conditions by the exercise
of his imagination, intellect, and will Too long have we identified
ourselves with our bodies, instead of recognising that they are
our instruments. The fact is, every human body is a materialised
form, owing its existence to the activity of the indwelling spirit.
Having called it into existence, the spirit vitalises and holds the
body together so that through ita agency it may express itself on
this plane. When a limb is broken, the surgeon can do no more
than adjust and secure the parte ; the work of reparation must
be done by the spirit. So, Wo, the task of maintaining health is
subconsciously carried on by the spirit, except when, by
purposely directed thought, the conscious mind participates io
• Where not otherwise ataUsl, the poetical quotations are from the
writings of Mra. Wilcox, who-e poems are published in thi* country by
Mwrx Gay and Hancock, Ltd. 12 and 13, Hcnrictta-street, < event
Garden, W.C -E W. W.
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the process of self-healing. Someone, replying to the question,
* Is life worth living /' said ‘ That depends on the liver.’ Of the
man with a liver it has been said
Ue is all nerves, but has no nerve. His hands bum at the
palms, his vision is marred, his mind wanders or jumps from
one subject to another. He cannot read, think, or sleep, but he
is always heavy and sleepy.
He is afraid of everything, afraid
of others, afraid of himself, afraid of being afraid, and afraid of
being thought afraid, (Laughter.)
Truly, the worth of life does depend on the liver. That is
true in a double sense. Whether life is worth living depends
not only on how the physical organ does its work, baton how
the man lives his life—whethet he lives wickedly or wisely.
Ordinarily we are so materialistic that we think only of how the
body affects the mind instead of how the mind affects the body.
We say that certain persons are splenetic, jaundiced, and
dyspeptic, forgetting, or not realising, that our mental attitude
not only affects our health, but our powers of enjoyment, of
usefulness, and of the realisation of the value of truth and
righteousness.
The medical fraternity, or at least Mme of them, seen
determined to frighten the life out of us if they can, for wlut
with germs, microbes, bacteria and similar fearsome small-fry—
not to speak of appendicitis and other fashionable complaint-—
we are having ' a terrible lime,’and the patent medicine vendors,
with their alarming advertisements, seem bent on driving ns
crazy. We may well take to heart the advice of the man who
wrote :—
Oh, let us all be joyous while we may.
Though the scientists annoy us every day.
For they agitate the topic
Of these creatures microscopic
Till we're gutting misanthropic,
Old and gray.

So now to drown our sorrow let us try,
Lest some microlie on the morrow should draw nigh;
Let the song and dancing thrill us,
Let's forget that a bacillus
Hopes with all his heart lo kill us
By and by.
(Laughter.)

Dr. W. H. Holcombe declares that fear is a powerful cause
of disease, and gives us the following painfully humorous de
scription of the average sick room :—
The pulse of the patient is frequently counted and the
temperature taken ; the room is darkened ; friends have doleful
faces, moist eyes, sad voices. They speak in subdued tones,
various things are referred to as being danawviu, and so it goes
on day after day, thoughts and images of pain and sickness and
danger and death being impressed upon the mind of the patient,
and the spirit within finds it difficult, if not impossible, to break
through this atmosphere of despondency and fear, to restore
the tone of its own body and regain health aud strength.
Continuing, Dr. Holcombe says ;—
The true sanitarian will remember in his treatment the
tremendous power of words and ideas on the sick and suffering.
He will nevet indicate by his language, his looks, or his conduct
that he thinks the patient is very ill. He will cleanse his own
mind of morbid fears and apprehensions, and reflect the stimu
lating light of hope on all around him. The suppression of
anxiety, and even sometimes of sympathy, is necessary. The
doctors opinion should never be asked and never be given
within the patient's hearing. Hope, and not fear, should be the
presiding genius of the place. Thoughts of disease, danger, or
death should be banished as far as possible. The room should
be made cheerful aud natural ; it should have fresh air, cool
water, and the fragrance of flowers instead of the odour of drugs.
It would be a good thing if we could all
Talk health ; the dreary, never-ending tale
Of mortal maladies is worn and stale.
You cannot charm or interest or please
By harping on that minor chord, disease.
Say you are well, or all is well with you,
And God shall hear your words and make them true.
Sensitiveness to pain is largely due lo fear of pain, and *
reversal of the accustomed attitude will have an immediate effect
upon the severity of pain by mitigating much of its stiug.
Christian Scientists, mental healers, suggestive pi actitinners, and
faith-curers escape much suffering in this way and the happy
results of this attitude towards pain serve tu strengthen their
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tulh. Thus the elimination of fear-thoughts by the introduction
of faith-thoughts leads to the happiest# results.
When we have constructed a true psychological pathology,
ays Dr. Holcombe—
we shall understand clearly why and how it is that fear
can turn the hair grey in a single night ; that a mother’s
milk can be poisoned by a moment of terror ; that the
heart may be paralysed by a sudden joy or sorrow ; that anger
poisons the blood ; that dyspepsia, paralysis, and many other
diseases are produced by worry and fret, and the brain-fag of
overwork and anxiety. We shall understand that back of all
physical causation, the roots of our disease originate in the
spiritual conditions of the race ; in our false religions, our false
philosophies, our false ways of thinking, our false relations to
God and each other.
Just as fear can, and often does, produce disease
ind bring upon us the very things we most strongly
■Iread; just as in the old drama of Job we read how, ‘in the
height of his happiness and prosperity, he permitted himself to
brood in silent fear over the possibilities of losses and misfortunes,
until at last he had to exclaim, ‘‘the thing which I greatly feared
has coine upon me,” ’ so, by auto-suggestion we can change our
mental conditions and give ourselves such an impetus towards
health, enjoyment of good, and thankfulness for the blessings that
come our way, that we shall win a saner and more spiritual con
dition of life.

The trouble, 1 think, with us all
Is the lack of a high conceit;
If each man thought he was sent to this spot
To make it a bit more sweet,
How soon we could gladden the world,
How easily right all wrong,
If nobody shirked, and each one worked
To help his fellows along.
Cease wondering why you came—
Stop looking for faults and Haws,
Rise up each day in your pride and say :
‘ I am part of the First Great Cause !
However full the world,
There is room for an earnest man.
It has need of tue or I would not Ire,
I am here to strengthen the Plan.’
—(Applause.)
(To be continued.)
TELEGRAPHIC RAPPINGS

Henry Winter, in a report in ‘The Progressive Thinker of
tbe results obtained at a weekly private circle which has l»een
held for about two years, says that at a recent meeting, after
they had received the usual ‘nippings’: ‘All at once tbe
nippings changed to tickings resembling the tickings of a
telegraph instrument, when someone remarked, “ that sounds
like a telegraph." This drew the attention of one of the sitters
who was an experienced telegraph operator and caused him to
remark, “ Kate is using the telegraph code." It developed that
Kate was a sister of our operator and had been iu the spirit world
several years, but while hereon earth she had leaned telegraphy
from her brother and husband who was also an operator.
Though the ticking was very feeble at first, at our last meeting
it was loud enough to be heard all over a good-sized room. To
guan! against any possibility of deception, we all joined hands
and sat back entirely away from the table. Greetings and
messages, too numerous lo mention, were received from friends
and relatives in the spirit world, and we are wondering if such
phenomena ever were experienced liefore. The room was quite
light and there was no one entranced.'
The Cinos op London Spiritualists will pay its annual
vbit to the Croydon Society on Sunday, April 13th, 1913, at
Elmwood Hall, Elm wood-road, Croydon, at 7 p.m. Speakers :
Me«r». G. Tayler-Gwinn, T. C. Pawson and E. Alcock-Rush.
Ir a report in the ‘Evening News, of Friday, March 98th, be
lorrecl, it ri clearly evident that the prejudice against Spiritualrim ri -till very strong, especially in country districts. The
‘ Evening News ’ stated that ‘ the parishioners of Weston, a small
village in Whnrfedale, have struck against “Spiritualistic ser
mon*," and that at a recent vestry meeting, ‘the Vicar (the
Rev. C. L Tweedale) and his wife were the only people U> attend,
and Mrs. Tweedale was appointed People’s Warden by her
husband? We extend our sincere sympathy lo Mr. Tweedale
tu hl» trying position.
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THE LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.
The twenty-ninth annual general meeting of the London
Spiritualist Alliance was hell on Thursday, March 27th, at
4 p.m., at IIO, St. Martin’s-lane, W.C., Mr. H. Withall, vicepresident, in the chair. In commenting on the lalance-sheet,
the Chairman referred to the advantage* which Members of the
Alliance enjoyed for their guinea subscription—the use of the
library, the Tuesday afternoon stances for clairvoyant descrip
tions the Friday stances, the big meetings and tea meetings, all
without extra < harge. When last year the Council resolved to
give Members these privileges, it was working in the dark, hot
experience had shown the wisdom of the step. The result had
been that the number of Members in 1912 was sixty more than
in 1911 and the number of Associates fifty-nine less. That
meant that the total number on the books was practically tbe
same, but that the Alliance received al«jut £30 more in sub
scriptions. At the same time the cost of the Tuesday seances
had been considerably increased, so that the extra amount of the
subscriptions paid for the extra expense of the seances.
The adoption of the annual report and balance-sheet was
moved by Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr. Wilkin*, and carried
unanimously.
The following ri a copy of the report : —
In presenting the twenty-ninth Annual Report of the
London Spiritualist Alliance, Ltd., the Council has much
satisfaction in being able to record a steady growth of interest
in the work of the Alliance, as evidenced by a gratifying increase
in the number of members, the extensive use of the valuable
library, and the large attendances at the usual fortnightly meet
ings at the Salon of the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolkstreet, Pall Mall East. At these meeting addresses were given
on ‘The Social Problem and the Spiritual Universe, by Mr.
Herbert Burrows ; ‘ Interesting Incidents during Forty Years of
Mediumship,’ by Mr. E. IV. Wallri ; ‘The Occult in Sinhalese
Buddhism,’ by the Rev. J. Tyssal Davis, B.A. ; Spiritualism : A
Survey of its Position. Achievements and Possibilities,' by Mr.
Angus McArthur; ‘ My Reason* for being a Spiritualist after Many
Years’ Experience,' by Mr. Walter Appleyard ; ‘The Problems
of Psychical Research,’ by Sir W. F. Barrett, F. R.S.; ‘The
Frontiers of the Soul,’ by Mr. E. E. Fournier d Allie, B-Sc.;
‘ Personal Experiences of Psychic Phenomena in India, America
and other Countries,’ by ’ Cheiro’; * Tbe Soul as Discoverer in
Spiritual Reality : a Study of Two Scientists,’ by the Rev. T.
Rhondda Williams ; ‘ The Basis of Unity in New Schools of
Thought, including Spiritualism, Theosophy, Christian Science
Mental and Spiritual Healing, New Thought, and Bahaism, by
Mrs. Mary Seaton ; ‘Spiritualism as it affects us in our Outlook
upon Human Life and Experience, by the Rev. Arthur Cham
bers ; ‘The Great Problems in the Light of Spiritualism, Ly
Mr. E. Wake Cook ; and ‘ Psychic Investigation from Several
Aspects,’ by Mr. H. Biden Steele.
The changes which were made in 1911 whereby
were entitled to attend all ordinary seances without payment of
any fee, and those Members who reside outside the London
postal area could have books from the Library sent to them post
free, have given much satisfaction, and these facilities for inquiry
and study will be continued during the present year.
The Conversazione, held in October last, was a very success
ful one, a fine address being given by Mr. James Robertson of
Glasgow on ‘The Gift of Tongues,’ followed by some good clair
voyant descriptions by Mr. A. V. Peters.
Receptions were given to Mra Mary Seaton on her return to
I-ondon from America, Mr. E. W. Wallis on the occasion of
the presentation to him of hri portrait, painted by the Chevalier
Italo Sabatini, Mra. Ellen Green on her first visit since her
return from Australia, and Mra. Minnie Nordica, of Australia
and South Africa, who has since rendered very acceptable service
to the cause in London.
The various meetings held at 110, St. Martin's-lane, r,..,
those on Tuesday afternoons for illustrations of Clairvoyance, on
Thursdays for addresses on Psychic Development, &c., and on
Fridays for ‘ Talks with a Spirit Control, were all well attended
and proved extremely helpful alike to Members, Associates, and
inquirers.
An interesting garden party was held in June at the home
of Mr. and Mra. Ellis T. Powell, at Brondesbury Park, the plea
sure of which, however, was somewhat marred by the stormy
weather that prevailed.
The spiritual healing work of Mr. Percy R. Street was con
tinued throughout the year with beneficial results. At the
suggestion of several of his patients a fund was started to pro
vide free magnetic treatments for some who otherwise would
have been debarred from receiving them. This fund was Later
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on considerably increased through the generosity of a friend who
felt that change of air might sometimes aid in the recovery of
health.
Classes for the development of mediumship, conducted by
Mr. Street under spirit control, were greatly appreciated by those
who attended.
The Council tenders its sincere thanks to all those who have
contributed to the success of the work of the Alliance.
The Council suffered a serious loss by the passing of Mr.
George Spriggs,whose valuable services to the cause as a medium,
a medical clairvoyant, and a worker generally have been greatly
missed. Three of ‘the old guard,' Mr. William Theobald, Mr.
T. Douglas Murray, and Mr. George Pearce-Serocold, who
were among the earliest members of the Alliance, passed to the
other side ; as also did Mrs. M. Wilkinson (sister of Mrs. Emma
Hardinge Britten), Lady Lawrence Jones, Mrs. IL J. Lees, Mrs.
L. Santon, Mrs. Pearce, the Ven. Archdeacon Colley, Dr.
Abraham Colles, the Rev. Dr. Govett (Dean of Gibraltar),
and Mr. Vincent N. Turvey, all of whom were deeply interested
in our work.
The year 1912 was rendered historically noteworthy by the
tragic decease of Mr. W. T. Stead and his subsequent activity on
the other side ; by the visit of Mrs. Etta Wriedt and the strik
ing testimonies of the sitters (compiled by Vice-Admiral W.
Usborne Moore) to the convincing proofs of identity given by the
communicating Intelligences at her seances ; by the holding of
tin International Congress at Liverpool, under the auspices of
the Spiritualists’ National Union,at which a number of valuable
Papers were read and discussed ; by the action of the Com
missioner of Police, in London, in putting a stop to the sensa
tional advertising of palmists and others engaged in the business
of, professedly, foretelling the future ; and, lastly, by Mr. F. AV,
Percival's valuable gift to the Alliance of the manuscript books
left by Mr. Stainton Moses, containing his automatic writings
and records of his seances.
The Council cordially invites Associates who are satisfied of
the truth of spirit communion and are anxious to support still
further the work of the Alliance to become Members, and hopes
that both Members and Associates will make the Society and its
objects known to their friends.
All students who desire todiscover the truth regarding man's
spiritual nature, his psychical powers, and the conditions neces
sary for their cultivation and exercise, are heartily welcomed by
the Alliance, which aims to assist those who wish to communi
cate with their friends in the unseen, or to discover and develop
mediumship or psychic gifts. It desires to encourage the study
of compilative religion and science in the light of spiritual evo
lution, to promote the spread of knowledge of spirit communion,
and to support all efforts to apply spiritual truths to daily life,
for the progress of humanity.

Signed on behalf of the Conncil,

H. WITHALL,
February 22nd, 1913.

Acting Pruulmit.

Mr. Bush expressed his appreciation of the way in which the
Alliance was conducted—as well from a business as from a moral
and spiritual aspect. He considered that he got very good value
fur his money as a Member, and at the same time he did not think
that any society could be more economically managed.
Mr. Moore raised the question whether anything more could
be done to bring to the notice of Spiritualists the advantages they
would gain by joining the Alliance, and Mr. AVithall promised
that the matter should be considered.
Mrs. AV. P. Browne, Vice-Admiral AV. Usborne Moore, and
Mr. Angus McArthur, nominated for re-election on the Council,
were, in the absence of other nominations, declared duly elected.
The proceedings closed with votes of thanks to the spirit
helpers of the Alliance, and to the chairman and stall’ for their
valuable services.

The Paris correspondent of the ‘Daily News and Leader’
says that on Saturday last, in couneclion with the International
Congress of Experimental Psychology, a water diviner made a
remarkable success. ‘ He was turned loose on a piece of waste
ground under which ran a water supply pipe. Using his watch
as a divining instrument, he accurately traced the course of the
pipe, mure or less accurately indicating the amount of water and
also its depth in the ground, Perhaps his best achievement was
to state when the water was flowing and when it was not. Il
had previously been arranged that the water should be turned
of)' at intervals, but that fact had not been mentioned to the
diviner.’ Other diviners, however, who tried to find metals
were not very successful.
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THE MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION
Sixty-Fifth Anniversary Service.
The sixty-fifth anniversary of Modem Spiritualism wm
celebrated by the Marylelione Association in the form of a special
service held at Shearn’s Restaurant on Sunday evening, the
30 th nit., when addresses were given by Mr. AV. T. Cooper, the
President ; Mr. Horace Leaf, and Mr. E. H. Peckham. The
platform was decorated with choice Howers, and there was a
large attendance, many old friends of the movement being
present.
After an invocation by Mr. Horace Leaf,
Mr. AV. T. Cooper alluded to the momentous nature ol
tbe anniversary which they were met to celebrate. Although
since the last Anniversary Service they had. to mourn tbe de
parture from earth of some of their old fellow-workers,
they knew that these still lived, and were in conscious
sympathy with their friends on earth.
The facts of
spirit-communion were as old as the human race—the Bible
was full of them from Genesis to Revelation—and the rise of
Modern Spiritualism meant only a revival—a re-emergence of
its truths after a long period of stagnation, during which its
realities had become encrusted and overlaid with dogma and
tradition. After briefly recounting the well-known story of the
genesis of the movement in the manifestations at Hydesville,
Mr. Cooper dwelt upon the far-reaching importance of the
evidences thus presented. It was indeed a case of 1 How greats
matter a little fire kindleth.’
Mr. E. H. Peckham’s address took the form of reading a
communication received by automatic writing and designed for
the occasion, it was entitled, ‘ The Might, Majesty and Mystery
of Spiritualism,' and admirably summarised the principles of
Spiritualism in its religious and philosophical aspects, and its
vast importance to the welfare of humanity. Spiritualism had
a two-fold expression ; one, partial and limited—the phenomenal
side—the other, great, spacious and comprehensive. The former
was quite true in its own way, its issues involving a recognition
of the survival of man as an individual beyond the stage ol
physical dissolution ; but the latter, the larger truth, took in the
whole range of human thought and activity, sulfused them with
new and higher meanings, and revealed the fact that life
throughout the universe was a manifestation of Spirit. It
proclaimed that God, the Eternal Spiritual Being, having
made Man in His image and likeness, Man partook
of the Divine nature, possessed potentially the gifts
and graces of Divinity, and was in virtue of his kinship to his
Creator an immortal spirit. Thus the main postulate of Spirit
ualism was realised to be a self-evident truth resting on a
universal principle. Spirit, the writer of the message pro
claimed to be the totality of all things, stretching from ever
lasting to everlasting. Specialised on its purely phenomenal
side to its expressions of spiritual action in such forms as
clairvoyance, psychm tie try, trance-control and materialisation,
Spiritualism in its wider issues took in the whole gamut of
human life in the sweeping revelation of its unitary truth. The
message concluded with some stanzas beginning, ‘ 1 sing the
Song of the Spirit'—simple lines but charged with something of
the influence of their great theme, and possessing a rhythm ami
cadence that fell pleasantly on the ear.
Mr. Horace Leaf, who spoke at considerable length, traced
the influence of science on the old theological conceptions of the
universe as instanced in the discoveries of geology which found
that the past history of our planet was written in the strata which
composed it, and in the remains of organic forms which lay
hidden within them, while the revelations of astronomy had
shown that the earth was not the hub of the universe, as theology
had taught, but only a small globe in a vast galaxy of circling
orbs. It had discovered that God was greater than we had
been taught, but not that man was of leas importance.
The effect had been to create doubt and distrust of the old and
unenlightened religious teaching, but the change in the outlook
of the thinking world had not yet taken any definite form. Men
were out of sympathy with the old but they bad not yet learned
how consciously to inteipret the new. They had quarrelled with
the religion of their fathers and tho attitude of many of them
might be roughly summarised in this form : ‘ We do not believe
that God came to save mankind because we do not believe He
evei condemned mankind. AVe do not believe that man is
naturally depraved, because he came from God, and is therefore
an expression of Deity.1 It was a significant fact that when
this spirit of doubt and dissatisfaction with the conception
of life presented by the old theological teaching began tn
manifest iUeif, there came thia irruption from the unseen
world which with its phenomenal evidence nnd philosophical
teaching, offered new bases of belief aud a new and larger
conception of human life. In one aspect Spiritualism might
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be said to stand fur this : Those who cannot be saved from
die old errors without proof of the new truth shall he given
die proof they need. The way shall be cleared so that a man
may ask his question of science and philosophy and be satisfied,
and thus—in Scriptural phrase — 1 save his soul alive.’
The musical portion of the service was contributed by Mrs.
Butterworth-Cooper, R.A.M., who gave several pianoforte solos
of classical music, and the vocalists. Miss Pickles and Miss
Edwards, whose songs,'The Ptomise of Life’ and ‘ O, Divine
Redeemer,’ were greatly appreciated. Mention should also l>e made
of Mr. Leigh Hunt and Mr. Douglas Neal, who also gave brief
addresses, and to whose labours as officers of the Mary I ebone
Association no small part of the successful results of the service
(which included a gratifying response to the appeal for financial
support) may be justly ascribed.
G.

ITEMS

'

OF

INTEREST.

The report of the annual meeting of the London Spiritualist
Alliance is well worth reading. It is a fine record of work well
done. The Chairman’s remarks, in which he drew attention to
the many privileges now enjoyed by Members, should be noted
by all those who feel desirous of studying the subject of Spiritualism in its various aspects. As Mr. Bush said, speaking as a
businessman, Members get full value for their money. We are
glad to think, however, that there are also a large number of
Members who retain their membership to show their sympathy
with the Alliance aud help on its good work even though they
cannot avail themselves of the advantages so freely offered to
them. We trust and anticipate that the Alliance will continue
to grow both in numbers nnd influence.

In connection with tbe International Spiritualist Congress,
which opens at Geneva on Muy 11th, we are making inquiries
with a view to ascertaining whether arrangements can be made
for an excursion which will allow of visitors staying in Geneva
for the four days on which the meetings will be held. We hope
to give full particulars next week. ‘ The Progressive Thinker,'
of Chicago, U.S.A., states that Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, a wellknown aud earnest speaker on behalf of Spiritualism, Woman’s
Suffrage, &c.t will attend the Congress, which, it declares,
'will mark an era in Spiritualism.1

The ‘Newcastle Evening Chronicle' of March 19th con
tained a report of a lecture on ‘ Clairvoyance : Its Degrees and
Utilities,’ given by Mr. W. H. Robinson to the Newcastle Psy
chical Research Society. Mr. Robinson said that it was the pre
rogative of spirit to blend with spirit, and space and distance
became simply relative terms. If this spiritual power was
universally unfolded it would ultimately extirpate crime and a
great many other evils which at present afflict society. Clair
voyance also showed the beautiful action of tbe laws of thought.
AU external manifestations receiving formulation on the plane
of matter must of necessity have pre-existence as thought, and
consequently the progress attained iu the application of science,
nrt, and mechanics was only conditioned by the largeness of the
receptiveness, and these good gifts of Deity must have existed
throughout eternity as archetypal ideas, us there could be
nothing essentially original. Tv the clear sight of governing
Intelligence the past, present, aud future represented a unit,
and the universe, to the seer, was a mirror, in which was re
flected, in spiritual planes, what had and what would occur.
Therefore, all true seers must necessarily be prophets, and
that, in his opinion, was the awful symbol of correct seership.
A valued correspondent informs us that on Easter Sunday
the Rev. A. J. Waldron, Vicar of Brixton Church, gave an
enthusiastic address at the Electric Picture Theatre to his
Brotherhood and Sisterhood combined, on ‘ Do the Dead Ret urn I ’
‘He Mid that it was known for certain that messages could be re
ceived from the departed,and gave the names of many scientific and
notable men who had devoted their lime to the study of psychic
phenomena. He also narrated several experiences which he
could vouch for personally, and announced that he should con
tinue tin’ subject at the church in the evening. The theatre was
packed. I have never heard such an address from a clergyman
before. It must surely stimulate many to go farther in the
matter. Mr. Waldron evidently knows our subject thoroughly.
The only warning lie gave was against starting investigation on
th.- inaterialyilane instead of looking only for spiritual help nnd
guidance.' Wc congratulate the reverend gentleman on his
progress since the days when he lectured and debated against
Spiritualism.
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The English friends of Mr. Joseph Islietwood will be pleased
to know that after his third successful two-months’ mission at
Durban, the members of the Durban Spiritualists’Society, South
Africa, have presented him with an Address, iu book form,
bound in leather, in which they wish him Gad-speed, nnd say
that during the six months that he has served them they have
enjoyed Ids ministrations and have found him to be an earnest
nnd accomplished exponent of psychic and spiritual science.
They rejoice that his kindly disposition and sterling character
have unfolded and grown of late by reason of his varied and
somewhat unique South African experiences. The Address,
which bears the signatures of upwards of fifty members of the
society, concludes with an expression of the hope that the
recipient will be blessed with health and strength, and that
wherever he may go he will continue to realise the presence of
the angels. Mr. Isherwood returned thanks und intimated his
willingness to stay for a week or two longer.

FRIENDS

IN

COUNCIL.

Under this heading ice propose to devote spare to InieJ Idlers oj
inquiry and replies thereto from our readers.

The Fear of Death.
Sir, I like your leader on ‘The Problem of the After-Life'
(page 150). It struck me, when reading it, how many (good 0
people really live in absolute fear of death, and yet these pious
ones sing :—
‘ When I can read my tide clear
To mansions in the skies,
I bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weeping eyes.'
What a mockery when they are simply quaking with terror!
Perhaps it is only the convinced Spiritualist who can honestly
1 read a title clear,’
Personally, I do not fear death, but I loathe burials, trappings,
and Useless funereal gloom. When will Spiritualists find a
substitute for‘The Dead March,’ something bright and uplifting,
joyously announcing the emancipation of the spirit I—1 ours, Ac,
E. P. Prentice.
Reincarnation and its Opponents.
Sir,—The arguments of some of your correspondents who
have written on reincarnation appear to be frivolous and per
functory. For instance, ‘Omnia Vincit Amor' (page 144) says ;
‘I object to it because of its crude injustice, gross materialism
aud sublime (!) callousness.’ Now, fancy anyone objecting to
anything which is supposed to be in Nature. Has 0. A. A,’
ever thought of tbe axiom : ‘There is no effect without cause’ !
If we ourselves are not the cause of our present condition, then
God must be; unless ‘0. V. A.,’like Democritus, attributes the
existence of the universe and all that is in it to fortuity. I
assume that ‘ 0. V. A.’ will not propound fortuity. Then, if we
are not reaping what we have sown, we must attribute to the
Infinite Intelligence the immense disparity in the conditions of
tbe people. If ‘ 0. V. A.,' born, presumably, of a wealthy family
and consequently enjoying all the best conditions of this world
without having merited them, and X., bom of an indigent
family and in consequence suffering the pangs inherent to
such a state of destitution, were here for the first, time, ibis would
appear to me to be not only a 'crude,' but also an outrageous,
‘ injustice.’ And why, I ask, should several incarnations be gross
materialism any more than one I
E. P. Glen, after treating reincarnations as absurdities (page
Iff I), asserts that it is not scientific thinking. I ask, what is
more unscientific than to treat ns an absurdity a postulate that
does not contain a contradiction in terms! Why could not the
spirit that once incarnated itself in Anaximander again incarnate
itself in Mrs. Brown’s baby I Where is the absurdity I Anaxi
mander is not now in that physical body that he once inhabited.
Ignorance of a thing is not a valid reason for denying it. The
writer of ‘ Notes by the Way’ (page 97) says : ‘However the
spiiit may exist before birth into the material world, it has no
personal identity until that stage is entered upon.' Have all
these people ever pondered over evolution I If they be
students of Nature, they ought to know that ‘ Xatura non faril
solium.’ Would anyone really acquainted with evolution postu
late that from a state of unconsciousness the spirit Ims suddenly
sprung into the highest consciousness yet attained on this planet
while there exists iu Nature an unbroken chain of consciousness
at different degrees of development? This would not be evolu.
tion. To postulate that man has evolved from that state to thi3
without going through the intervening degrees is absurd ; it i3
impossible, because the word 'evolved ’ contradicts that'««/(««</
Do these people still hold the old notion that man is a specia I
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creation of the Deity ? If they he students of Nature, they
ought to know that there ia no fundamental difference between
man and the tower beings—that the difference is only one of
degree. IVhat, through evolution, has become actual in man is
potential in the lower. Involution must precede evolution. It
is not matter that has evolved a spirit. It is the spirit that, in
evolving itself, changes the external form from one expression to
n higher one. Environment is not the primal cause of evolution,
it is an accessory. The primal cause of evolution is within : it
is the spirit,—Yours, 4c.,
James Mehl ini.

Sir,—In 'Lioht' of March 15th, ‘Scorpio,’in replying to
Mr. F. W. Shearing, asks, ' Why not let everyone be persuaded
in his own mind whether or not reincarnation may be a means of
effecting the development and ultimate progress of some Egos ? ’
Does ‘ Scorpio' infer that being persuaded in one's own
mind constitutes either a truth or a fact I If so, then the people
who are convinced in their own minds that there is no snch
thing as epirit return are as correct as are those who know that
spirit return is a demonstrable fact.
Reincarnationists, although they are fully persuaded in their
own minds of the truth of their elusive doctrine, are forced to
admit that they cannot give any proof of the accuracy of their
belief. Hence being persuaded in one's own mind is not enough
in matters of this sort. We should seek to establish our belief
on fact.
1. There is nothing in reincarnation that a true Spiritualist
can accept, teaching, as we do, ‘progress,' the vital and immutable
law of evolution.
2. Then it is not based upon one solid demonstrated fact.
3. The many millions of believers in reincarnation are made
up of Brahmins, Buddhists Chinese, Thibetans. The illustrious
Hindu scholar and author, Protab Chunder Mozoomdar, said in
a lecture : ‘ Transmigration existed as an indispensable article of
faith amongst the sects of Old Hinduism. In modern times
it is called reincarnation and held by the more superstitious.’
Educated, free-thinking Hindus reject it as a fading relic of the
past.
‘Scorpio’ asks: ‘Would it result in the greatest psychic
good to the greatest.numlter if that belief were to be conclusively
proved to be mistaken V I should like to ask, does it make no
difference whether what one believes is true or false I Surely
the truth, at all cost, is best ! To my mind we have had enough
of mere belief and should try now to get our feet ou the rock of
truth.—Yours, &c.,
James Kerrush.

Sir,—Mr. Guy Heaton is right when he says ; ‘ I think we
may possibly have here that thread of individual continuity of
consciousness which reincarnation seems at first sight to forbid—•
a continuity in the spiritual and not in the material world.’
We have, now, innumerable different meanings given to
reincarnation, but if we take it in the meaning originally given,
there is much to be said for Mr. Heaton's suggestion, in spite of
charges preferred against Gautama of believing in personal
annihilation. The ‘theory’ of reincarnation is based on Kuruia.
‘The Buddhist theory of Karnin or “ action ” controls the destiny
of all sentient beings, not Ly judicial reward and punishment,
but by the inflexible result of cause into effect., whereby the
present is ever determined by the past in an unbroken line of
causation’ (E. B. Tylor.)
This definition, I think, involves ronlinuily of personality,
especially when we bear in mind that whatever Nirvana may
or may not be, it is a prrwnulilp which ultimately attains it, and
that this personality is an evolution of past incarnate personali
ties. But no incarnate personality can attain Nirvana. (That
Gautama himself became a Buddha in the flesh can be shown to
be no exception to the rule.) The personality, then, that ulti
mately attains Nirvana must be spiritual, aud must have been
continuous through passing incarnate existences. If Ilie argu
ment be sound, then Mr. Guy Heaton is right in his contention.
May I refer to one other statement of Mr. Heaton’s I He
says that, during our existence in the body we may be acquiring
experience which will be added to that of our larger selves
hereafter. The statement is of great importance,
It is ordinarily held that limits disappear in the unlimited.
This is not so. Ihihring shows that they neither appear nor
disappear. In other words, our knowledge, which is confined
to knowledge of relations, gives u« no information at nil of any
relation between the limited and unlimited : we ‘arrive at' the
‘existence’ of the unlimited by knowledge that oar knowledge
ia limited.
Now, my human experience is phenomenal ; that must be
granted. But the phenomena of my existence are personal to
me. So I am justified in assuming that they ore reflections (or
I
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projections in limits) of my noumenal existence as a spiritual
self.
C. C. Massey's beautiful expression, ‘ The accomplished in
the accomplishing,' also supports Mr. Heaton’s statement. Bin
we who exist in a universe of ‘ the accomplishing ’ cannot thM
the accomplished : we can only arrive at ‘ vital knowledge of
our own ignorance’!—Yours, 4c.,
F. O', CONSTABLE.

SOC1ETY WORK ON SUNDAY, MARCH 30th, 4c.
1‘rnepeelire JMinu, not eJereding twnitufinir WOtth, may lie adiai
to report* if accompanied by stump* to the value of eispewe.
London Spiritual Mission: 13b, Pembridge Place, Rapwater, IP.—Mrs. M. H. Wallis spoke, morning ami evening, on
'The Ethics of Spiritualisin’ and ‘ Spiritualism—its Mystery
nnd Meaning.' Miss Doris Mudd sang n solo. For next week's
services see front page.—W. B.
Shepherd’s Bush. - 73, BeckloW-rOad, W.—Mrs. Keightlcy
gave us a pleasant evening. Sunday next, 11 a.m., circle ;7 p.m,
Mr. Cox : Thursday, at 8 p.m., circle. 12th, social meeting.
Kingston-on-Thames.—Assembly Rooms, Hampton Wick.
—Miss Violet Burton, address and answers to questions. Sitwhy
next, welcome visit of Mr. W. E. Long. Address, ‘The Religion
of Ghosts.’ Mrs. Alice Beaurepaire will sing.—J. W. II.
Stratford.—Workman’s Hall, 27, Romford-road, E.—
Mr. H. J. Stockwell’s address on ‘Life, its Progress and Disliny,'
and bis able answers to questions were much appreciated. Mr.
Gea F. Tilby presided. Sunday next, at 7 p.m., Mr. Harold
Carpenter, address. -W. II. S.
Seven Kings.—45, The Promenade.—Mr. Wright, spoke
on ‘ The Only Way’ and answered questions. March 25th, »n
address was given on ‘ Evil,’ and questions answered. Sunday
next, at 11 a,m., study class ; at 7 p.m., Miss Morris. Tuesday,
at 8, Mrs. Neville.
Brighton.—Manchester-street (opposite Aquarium).—
Mrs. A. Boddington gave sound practical addresses aud good
descriptions. Sunday next, al 11.15 and 7, Mrs. M. H. Wallis,
addresses, questions answered, and descriptions Tuesday, at
3 p.m., private interviews. At 8, also Wednesday at 3, circles.
Brighton.—Hove Old Town Hall, 1, Brunswick-streei
West.—Mr. G. R. Symons gave spiritual addresses. Clairvoyaute, Mrs. G. C. C'Uny. Sunday next, 11.15 and 7, Mrs.
Neville ; also Monday, 8 p.m., psychometry. Is. each. Other
weekly meetings as usual.—A. C.
Clapham.—Howard - street. New - road.—Mrs. Alice
Beaurepaire spoke on ‘ Modern Spiritualism.’ Sunday next, at
11.15 a.m., open circle ; 7 p.m., NCrs. Maunders. Every Monday,
at 3, ladies'circle. Thursday, 8.15, public meeting. 13th, Mrs.
Gilbert.—F. C.
Croydon.—Elmwood Hall, Elm wood-road, Broad-green.
—Morning, Miss Goulder spoke on ‘ Faith.’ Evening, Mrs. M
Maunders’ address on ‘Spiritualism the Revealer’ and helpful
descriptions were heartily appreciated. Sunday next, at 11 am.,
Mrs. Julia Scholey; at 7 p.m., Mr. Robert King.
Brixton.—8, M ay all-road. — Mrs. Mary Gordon gave
an inspirational address and descriptions. Sunday next, at 7,
Mrs. Miles Ord, inspirational address ; at 3, Lyceum. Circles:
Monday, 7.30, ladies’; Tuesday, 8.15, members’. Wednesday, 8,
astrology. Thursday, 8, public.—E. K,
Hackney.—Z40a, Am hurst-road, N.—Mr* Beaumont gave
an address on ‘ Progression ’ and convincing descriptions. Sun
day next, 7 p.m., Mrs. Podmore. Monday, at 8, circle;
inquirers welcomed. Thursday, at 7.30, healing, Mr. H, Bell;
8.15 circle ; members only.—N. R.
Stratford. — Idmiston-road, Forest-lane. — Morning,
Mrs. Neville, ‘ Phenomena.' Evening, Mr. Walker gave a god
address and descriptions. 27th, Mr. and Mra Hayward, address
and descriptions. Sunday next, at 11.45 a.m., Fellowship;
7 p.m., Mrs. Mary Davies, address mid clairvoyance ; IOth, nt
8 p.m., Mra A. Kuightlcy, address and clairvoyance.- F. A. H.
Bristol, i ll, Grosvenor-road -Mu. J. 8. Baxter dealt
ably with ‘Spiritualisin' and ‘Everlasting Life,' subjects from
the audience. 28th, services by Mrs. G. Williams nnd Air. Brunt.
Sunday next, at 6,30, public service. Monday, at 7, healiug(free);
8, spiritual talks. Wednesday, 7.30, service. Friday, 7.30,
public circle.—J. W. II.
Peckham.—Lauhanne Hall, Lausannk-road.—Morning,
interesting address by Mr. Stott ; afternoon, Lyceum ; evening,
Mr. E. W. Beard addressed a good audience al ‘the Arlington';
soloist, Mrs. Hudson. Sunday next, 11.30a.m., Mr. Blackman;
3 p.m., London Union Conference, |>aper by Mr* Ensor ; tea nt 5,
Gd. ; 7 p.m., al "the Arlington,' Peckham-road, Messis. Tayler
Gwinn, Tilby, and Boddington ; soloists, Mr. nnd Mrs. Alcock
Rush, loth, Mr* Podmore. 13th, at 7, Mr. J. Macbeth Bain
al ‘ the Arlington.’—A. C. S.
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Holloway.—Grovedale Hall, Orovedale-road.—Morninn devoted lo questions
answers. Evening, inspirational
aiWtexs by Mr. Richard Whitwell on ‘The Stillness’ 26lb,
Mrs. Annie Keightley spoke on ‘Thought: Its Influences fur
Good or Evil.' Sunday next, at 11.15 a.tn., Mr. .1. Abmhall ;
i! 3 pm., Lyceum ; at 7, Mr. A. J. Neville. Wednesday, Mrs.
(’lam Irwin. 19th, Social Meeting.—.1. F.

NEW PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

‘ Visvakarma' : Part III., January, 21 Gd. Messrs. Luzac, 46,
< treat Russell-street, W.C.
‘ Lt Revelation de la Revelation.' By Albin Valabregue.
Paper cover, 20fr. 12, Rue de la Corraterie, Geneva.
‘ Facts and Fancies, or Hallucinations.’ ByB. H Piercy. Paper
cover. Is. nd. L N. Fowler, 7, Imperial Arcade, Ludgate
Circus, E.C.
Birmingham.—Camden • street Schools.—Addresses by
‘Cosmic Art’ and other Addresses, delivered by Chari.es
Mr. Walter Howell.—F. M. U.
Spencer. Cloth, 2s. nd. John M. Watkins, 21, CecilExeter. —Marlborough Hall.—Addresses and descrip
court, Charing Cross-road.
tions by Mrs. Harvey, of Southampton.—E. F.
‘ Meditations’: A Theosophical Book of Devotion. By Hermann
Whitley Bay.—137, Whitley-road.—Mrs. Thirlwell spoke
Rudolph. Cloth, 3s. nd Theosophical Publishing Society,
on '.Joy Cometh in the Morning,' nnd gave descriptions.—C. C.
161, New Bend-street, W.
Tottenham.—684, High Road.—Mr. Robert King spoke on
‘ Words from Within the Veil ’; a sequel to ‘ The Ministry
‘Spirit Guides’ and replied to a number of questions.—N. I),
of the Unseem’ By L. V. H. Witley. Stiff piper cover,
Sodthbea.—Leks er Victoria Hall. — Miss F. M. M.
Is. nd. L. N. Fowler & Co., 7, Imperial Arcade, Ludgate
ilussell gave addresses on ‘Spiritual Healing.’—J. W. M.
Circus, E.C.
Nottingham.—Mechanics' Lecture Hall.—Mr. Will
From C. W. Daniel, Ltd., 3, Amen Corner, E.C.: ‘The Pro
Phillips gave addresses morning and evening.—H. E.
blem of Life,' by Ignatius Singer ; and ‘ Letters to Friends
on the Hidden Life,’ dictated to Agues Cook by her mother
Reading.—New Hall, Blagrave-btreet. — Mr. P. R.
in the Spirit World. Cloth, Is. each.
Street gave addresses on ‘The Heart of Living' and ‘The True
Mission of the Advocate.’—M. L.
Paper-covered booklets by Dr. J. M. Peebles : ‘ The General
Principles and Standard Teachings of Spiritualism,' 2 >
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Preface.
Introduction- — The method by which the messages were
received—The character of the writing—The communicating
spirits—The circumstances under which the messages were
written—How far were they tinged by the mind of the
medium?—Power of controlling by will the production of
writing—These communications mark a period of spiritual
education—And. though to him who received them of great
value, are published with no such claim on others.
Section I.—Special efforts to spead progressive truth at
this special epoch thwarted by the Adversaries—Obstacles in
the way—The efforts now made greater than men think—
Bevelation : its continuity—Its deterioration in men’s hands—
The work of destruction must precede that of construction—
Spirit guides: bow given—Spirits who return to earth—The
Adversaries and their work—Evil—The perpetuation of the
nature generated on earth—The growth of character—Each
soul to his own place, and to no other—The Devil.
Section II.—The true philanthropist the ideal man—The
notes of his character—The true philosopher—The notes of
his character—Eternal life—Progressive and contemplative—
God, known only by His acts—The conflict between good and
evil (a typical message of this period)—These conflicts periodic,
especially consequent on the premature withdrawal of spirits
from the body: t g., by wars, suicide, or by execution for
murder—The folly of our methods of dealing with crime,
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last message: headache, and great prostration—Explanation
—Punitive and remedial legislation—Asylums and their abuses
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Section IV.—Time: April and May. 1873—Facts of a
minute nature given through writing, all unknown to me—
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Section V. —Mediumship and its varieties—The physical
medium—Clairvoyants—Recipients of teaching, whether by
objective message or by impression—The mind must be recep
tive. free from dogmatism, inquiring, and progressive—Not
positive or antagonistic, but truthful and fearless—Selfishness
and vain-glorious nest must be eradicated—The Self-abnegation
of Jesus Christ—A perfect character, fostered by a secluded
life, the life of contemplation.
Section VI.—The Derby Day and its effects spiritually—
National Holidays, their riot and debauchery—Spirit photo
graphs and deceiving spirits—Explanation of the event: a
warning for the future—Passivity needed : the circle to be
kept unchangrd : not to me-t t o soon after eating—Phos
phorescent lights varying according to conditions—The mar
riage bond in the future state—Tbe law of Progress and the
law of Association—Discrepancies in communications.
Section VII.—The No-platonic philosophy—Soufiism—
Extracts from old poets, Lydgate, and others written—Answers
tn theological questions—The most difficult to approach are
those who attribute everything to the devil—The pseudo
scientific man of small moment -The ignorant and uncultured
must bide their time—The proud and arrogant children of
routine and respectability are passed by, 4c.. 4c.
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aspect of religion—The spirit-creed respecting God—The rela
tions between God and man—Faith—Belief—Tbe theology of
spirit—Human life and its issues—Sin and its punishment—
Virtue and its reward—Divine justice—The spirit-creed drawn
out—Revelation not confined to Sinai—No revelation of plenary
inspiration -But to be judged by reason.
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SectionIX.—The writer's objections—The reply: necewv
to clear away rubbish—The Atonement—Further objections A
the writer-The reply—The sign of the cross—The vulgar con
ception of plenary' inspiration—Tbe gradual unfolding of the
God-idea—The Bible the record of a gradual growth in tadrledge easily discernible, 4c., 4c.
Section X. —Further objections of the writer—The reply—
A comparison between these objections and those which
assailed the work of Jesus Christ—Spiritualised Christianity
is as little acceptable now—The outcome of spirit-teachingHow far is it reasonable?—An exposition of the belief
pared with the orthodox creed.
SeetionXI -The powerful nature of the spiritual infirena
exerted on the writer—His argument resumed—The rejoinder
—No objection to honest doubt—The decision must be tn*&
on the merits of what is said, its coherence and moral elert
tion—The almost utter worthlessness of what is called opini-n
—Religion not so abstruse a problem as man imagines—Truth
the appanage of no sect—To be found in the philosophy el
Athenodorus, of Plotinus, of Algazzali, of Achillini, 4c., Sc.
Section XII. —The writer's difficulties—Spirit identityDivergence among spirits in what they taught—The reply—
The root-error is a false conception of God and His dealing
with man—Elucidation at length of this idea—The devil—
Risk of incursion of evil and obsession applies only to these
who, by their own debased nature, attract undeveloped spiritt
Section XHE-Further objections of the writer, and state
ment of his difficulties—The reply—Patience and prayerfclnes
needed—Prayer—Its benefits and blessings—The spirit-view d
it—A vehemently-written communication—The dead past ana
the living future—The attitude of the world to the New Truth.
Section XIV.—The conflict between the writer’s strong
opinions and those of the Unseen Teacher—Difficulties ot telief in an Unseen Intelligence—The battle with intellectual
doubt—Patience needed to see that the world is craving for
something real in place of the creed outworn, 4c., 4c.
Section XV.—The religious teaching of Spiritualism—
Deism, Theism, Atheism—No absolute Truth—A motivelesa
religion not that of spirit-teaching—Man, the arbiter of his
own destiny—Judged by his works, not in a far hereafter, but
at once—A definite, intelligible system—The greatest incentive
to holiness and deterrent from crime, 4c., 4c.
Section XVI —The summing up—Religion has little held
of men, and they can find nothing better—Investigation para
lys'd by the demand of blind faith—A matter of geography
what form of religious faith a man professes—No monopoly
of truth in any—This geographical sectarianism will yield to
the New Revelation-Theology a bye-word even amongst men
—Life and Immortality.
Section XVII, —The request of the writer for independent
corroboration, and farther criticism—The reply—RefusalGeneral retrospect of the argument—Temporary withdrawal
of spirit-influence to give time for thought—Attempts at estab
lishing facts through another medium futile, 4c., Ac.
Section XVin.—Difficulty if getting coin municalicos
when it was not desired to give them—The mean in all things
desirabb—The religion of body and soul—Spiritualising of al
ready existing kn< iwhdge— Cramping theology worse than useles*—Such are not able to tread the mountain-tops but must
k>' p within their walls, not daring to look over—Their father!
creed is sufficient for them, and they must gain their know
ledge in another state of being. 4c., 4c.
Section XIX —Outline of the religious faith here taught—
God nnd man—The duty of man to Ged, his fellow, and him.
self—Progress, Culture, Parity, Reverence. Adoration, Low
—Man's destiny—Heaven : how gained—Helps : communion
with Spirits—-Individual belief of little moment—Religion of
acts and habits which produce character, and for which in
result each is responsible—Religion of body and soul.
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